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SUMMARY
The present report is intended as a contribution to the health law drafting process, as well as a source of inspiration for the
Ministry of Health and Ministry of Public Finance in search of solutions to increase the healthcare system’s resources. The
document includes a review of the funding in the Romanian healthcare system in the European environment and a thorough
analysis of income and expenditure trends over the past 6 years. There are also described the main features of the health
insurance systems in central and east‐European states; additionally, we are presenting a case study on Holland, which has so
often been called forth and deemed an example to follow. As for our recommendations, they are grouped in three categories:
concrete proposals on how to increase public income in the health insurance system, proposals concerning the opening of the
healthcare sector to the private sector and proposals to further streamline the healthcare services and expenses in the future.
Last but not least, we are assessing the ministry’s and health insurance house’s observance of the transparency requirements
under the in force legislation, concluding that we still need to put more effort into it.
Romania spends on health less than any other country in Europe
In an economy, the level of expenditure on healthcare and education is indicative of the development level. Significant resources
are assigned in advanced economies to funding the healthcare sector, as a requisite for a long‐term sustainable development.

Source: Eurostat, MIND Research & Rating
Expenditure on healthcare as a proportion of the GDP has constantly increased in the European Union over the past decades,
with the average going from 6.4% to 9.9% over 1980‐2009. Romania is last in this respect, with 5.6% of the gross domestic
product (GDP) spent on healthcare in 2009, and a marginal rise in public expenditure on health from 5.2% to 5.6%, over 2003 –
2009.
The main source of health financing is the public sector and additionally the private sector. Romania is no exception; here too, the
balance is clearly shifting towards the public sector, with 79% in 2009. In the other EU countries the private sector’s participation
is a bit higher, standing at 27%. Under these circumstances, increasing financing of healthcare from private sources seems normal
and a viable solution to (partially) solve the current structural problems.
The level of consolidated incomes in Romania is significantly lower than the EU average, which is a major restraint in terms of the
government’s capacity to properly fund public services. Over 2000‐2009, the average income stood at 32.6% of the GDP in
Romania, while the EU‐27 average stood at 44.5% of the GDP. This explains the poor funding of the public healthcare sector in
Romania. In 2009, the expenditure on healthcare was below 11% of the overall public expenditure, placing our country at the
bottom of the list in the EU countries’ ranking, followed only by Bulgaria and Hungary. In the absence of significant movements or
changes in public income and expenditure in Romania, there is little room for increase in healthcare spending – relative to the
GDP. The fact that the expenditure on healthcare in the total public expenditure, stood at a constant 10% over the past years,
actually indicates the level of resources that the public sector can support, given the current fiscal – budgetary framework.

Source: Eurostat, MIND Research & Rating
The main source of public healthcare funding in most of the European countries is the social health insurance system. In terms of
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Social health insurance contribution, with 10.7 % Romania is among the countries with the lowest tax rates in Europe.
Comparatively, in the Czech Republic, for instance, the contribution stands at 13.5% of the gross wage, in Slovakia at 14%, in
Slovenia at 12.9% and in Bulgaria it stands at 16%.
The current social health contribution level in Romania does not cover the demand for healthcare services and drugs
In our country, as much as 80% of the overall resources assigned to healthcare, are public resources, while 20% are private. Most
2
of the public resources – 85% ‐ are managed by the Unique National Social Health Insurance Fund (UNSHIF). The overwhelming
majority of private resources come from direct payments, co‐payments or payments for services respectively. A large portion of
the public income assigned to healthcare consists of employer and employee / pensioner / self‐employed ‐ sponsored insurances.
In 2011 they totalled 15 billion RON, namely 2.6% of the GDP.
Apart from the social health insurances, another funding source for the public healthcare system is the excise imposed on
tobacco and alcoholic beverages (the so‐called “vice tax”)3 and the tax on incomes from selling totally or partially UNSHIF‐
subsidized drugs imposed to manufacturers, importers and commercialization license holders (the so‐called “clawback tax”). In
2011, the vice tax brought 1.2 billion RON to the Ministry of Health budget and another 0.24 billion RON from the clawback tax4.
Apart from incomes with special destination, the system is also subsidized from the state budget, i.e. the general taxation. In
2010 and 2011, these subsidies totalling 5.5 billion RON, 15% of the total income ‐ were essential in covering the UNSHIF deficit.

1

5.5% for employees and 5.2% for employers
Totaled 21.1 billion RON in 2011.
The vice tax is imposed on cigarettes, tobacco, alcoholic beverages (except for beer and wine) and on tobacco and alcoholic beverages advertisement.
4
The clawback tax as regulated by the E.G.O. No 104/2009 on changing and amending Law no. 95/2006 on the Health Reform.
2
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Source: Eurostat, MIND Research & Rating
The Fund’s nominal income was close to 18 billion RON in 2011, almost 50% more than in 2007, though with a fluctuating
5
evolution. A 7% drop was recorded in 2009 which, unfortunately enough, concurred with the removal of restrictions imposed on
subsidized drug consumption, and subsequently higher spending. With the help of state subsidies, the total income has resumed
an ascending trend in 2010 and 2011.
Romania has lowered health insurance contribution levels – from 12.5% to 11% ‐ right before the economic crisis set off, in 2008,
and to 10.7% later on, as of 2009. The effects of the cut cumulated with those of the economic downturn resulted in a drop in the
nominal income from healthcare contributions in 2009 and 2010, by 0.5 billion and 1 billion RON respectively. In 2011, the total
income from contributions was higher than in 2008 due to health insurances totalling 1.7 billion RON paid by pensioners; still, the
amounts paid by employers and employees are far from matching the 2008 figures.
With the worsening of the economic climate – in late 2008 – the companies’ and population’s debts to public budgets went up.
The UNSHIF was also impacted by the phenomenon and its receivables went from 3 billion RON at the end of 2007 to more than
6.6 billion lei at the end of 2011. As much as 69% of the amount was owed by state‐run companies; the first ten on the debtors’
list were mainly state‐owned, and their overdue debts stood at 58% of the total debts.
The initially planned UNSHIF income will not be collected in 2012
The measures taken in 2010 and 2011 to increase public income in the healthcare system were supposed to produce results in
2012. The change in the income tax band for pensions, the clawback tax, the taking over by the NAFA of the health contribution
collection activity for incomes reported by the self‐employed and the people with incomes from independent activities, as well as
the rise in wages in the public sector should have generated a 1.6 billion RON increase in the UNSHIF as compared to the
previous year. Still, the recent decision of the Constitutional Court invalidating the calculation system for the health contribution
in the case of pensions exceeding 740 RON, causes a decrease in the additional income, which is expected to be of only 750
million RON.
The clawback tax alone will not solve the problems of the healthcare system – it could however irreparably discourage foreign
investors in the pharmaceutical industry
The clawback tax was introduced in 2009 as an additional tax imposed on sales for producers and importers of subsidized drugs6.
The present tax calculation formula ‐ twice reviewed in 2011 – guarantees the return to the UNSHIF budget of the quarterly value
of consumed drugs (subsidized, provided in dialysis centers and in hospitals) exceeding a preset benchmark value of 1.425 billion
RON. The burden is shared among tax payers based on market share and sales increase as reported to the 2011 benchmark value.
Despite its planned purpose, the clawback tax and its enforcement is unjust for drug manufacturers and importers, for a number
of reasons:
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it deems the pharmaceutical industry the sole responsible for the increase of drug consumption when in fact part of this
responsibility goes to the service providers, given the lack of prescription control mechanisms in place;
the tax is applied to the end‐value of drugs released for consumption, which also includes the VAT and supplier and
pharmacy margins, while the only earnings subjected to taxation are those of manufacturers and importers, even though

i.e. thresholds set for the release of subsidized prescription drugs by pharmacies.
Both with and without personal contribution and from the national health programs

they do not match the taxation value. Consequently the tax rate for the latter is unfair and significantly higher than the
one resulting from the tax calculation formula.
 the benchmark is unrealistic and way below the 2010 and 2011 levels, while the calculation of the quarterly
consumption level announced by the NHIH lacks transparency and consultation with the pharmaceutical industry.
Moreover there is no reviewing mechanism in place and the current level is set arbitrarily, opaquely and without any
consultation with the representative organizations.
From this point of view, the clawback tax is an instrument meant to cover the UNSHIF’s deficits caused by low social health
contribution rates. In conclusion, the tax (unintentionally) leads to a deterioration of the business environment in Romania
by discouraging direct foreign investments in local production units. Given the major potential of the pharmaceutical industry
in terms of research expenditures, the tax may endanger the national goal of reaching a 1% rate of private expenditures for
research and development7 in the GDP.
Health expenditure imbalances in Romania go way back
The nominal value of UNSHIF expenditure in 2011 was twice the 2005 value. Note the drop in the nominal value of hospital
expenses, by almost 20% as compared to 2010, following the closing of more than 150 of these healthcare facilities and the
cut in the number of beds and hospitalized people.
As far as drugs are concerned, the removal in 2008 of thresholds set for subsidized medicines supplied by pharmacies, has
increased consumption8 which combined with the lower income caused the overdue payments to increase in 2009 and 2010.
In order to help with overdue payments for drugs, the state supplied the Fund with over 4 billion RON in aid, over the past
two years. The resources were mainly used to pay for drugs consumed previously – in 2010 for 2009 and in 2011 for 2010 –
which is why the payments no longer mirrored the current drug consumption, causing a delay of up to 10 months.
Consequently, despite payments totalling 6 billion RON in 2011, they overtop the annual consumption because 2010 arrears
are included. In fact, in 2010 and 2011 subsidized drug consumption levels remained the same, ranging from 5.7 billion RON
to 5.9 billion RON.

Source: NHIH, MIND Research & Rating

Structure‐wise, most of the Health Fund’s spending goes to hospitals – some 45%. This happens in all European healthcare
systems although in central and east European countries, Romania included, the percentage is bigger than in western
countries. The social health insurance system has inherited an oversized hospital network and financial and institutional rules
encouraging further expansion. The effects were the underdevelopment of primary care and overspending on cases treatable
by ambulatory care.
The next expenditure category is that of subsidized drugs with an average 27% rate over the past 6 years. Although above the
20% EU rate, the situation in Romania is comparable with that of other central and eastern European countries (Hungary,

7

Within the Europe 2020 Strategy, Romania’s objective is to implement private research & development activities standing for 1% of the GDP, by year 2020.
While in 2008 the (controlled) consumption was of 4.2 billion RON, in 2009 the official recorded level was of 5.4 billion RON. The increase may be considered
natural as the removal of thresholds set for pharmacies reflects the real demand for medicines.
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Slovakia, Lithuania, Estonia, Poland). Consumption per capita in Euros, considering the purchasing power parity, is the lowest
in the EU, 40% below Poland, Lithuania and Estonia (namely 156 euro9 as compared to 235 – 255 euro PPP in 2009).
Therefore, the high percentages in Romania are rather a result of the very low denominator (i.e. healthcare spending) than
the consequence of a higher drug consumption level.
Primary care was assigned limited resources, 12.4% of the total UNSHIF, way below the European average. This is a
consequence of the asymmetrical development of the healthcare system over the past 6‐7 decades, focused on hospital care.
As a result, the very service infrastructure and the providers needed for more effectively spending large amounts are missing.
The UNSHIF has the largest debt level of all public budgets
The year 2009 was decisive for the social health insurance system. The income was on a descending trend due to the cut in
the contribution level to 10.7% and to the economic crisis, and the need for spending was higher due to the removal of the
threshold for subsidized drugs and to adding new ones to the list. The lack of resources led to debts piling up fast and
impossible deadlines.
The imbalances recorded in 2009 are still affecting the UNSHIF’s financial status. Drug consumption level in ambulatory care
seems to have stabilized below 6 billion RON a year, but the total debt is growing with the stock reaching 6 billion RON in
2011, double the 2009 level. The Fund does not seem to be able to cover both overdue payments and current bills. The
amounts owed to drug suppliers stand for 85% of the total, given the long payment deadlines10.

Source: NHIH, M.P.F., MIND Research & Rating

The healthcare system needs additional resources to ensure quality
The reforms in the healthcare system should aim at improving quality and access to services, as well as at improving cost
control mechanisms. This is why Romania needs additional resources for the healthcare system, especially in the social
insurance sector. The current situation – in which 6.8 million tax payers pay for 19 million insured persons – is not sustainable
in the long run, especially if we consider the certain trends in population ageing and in synchronization of expenditure levels
in the EU countries.
Improved quality and access involves contracting more healthcare service providers, encouraging competition among them,
expand the range of services, use more high‐performance equipments, and invest in bigger facilities and in higher wages for
the medical personnel. This however, is not attainable with the current resources. Thus, we need to review all the proposals
that could potentially increase the income, especially from health insurance contributions, which are the most sustainable
and reliable sources.
(i) Contributions paid by the self‐employed and people with incomes from independent activities could be aligned to the
general 10.7% rate

9

In nominal valEUs, the annual drug consumption in Romania is of approximately 100 Euro per capita.
The payment deadlines were extended by G.D. no. 1088/2009 of 30/09/2009 without consultations with the pharmaceutical industry
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In many European countries11 there is no difference between taxes pertaining to the various health insurance payer
categories. Consequently, one possible proposed solution could be to increase the UNSHIF income by applying the additional
5.2% rate to incomes of the self‐employed and incomes from independent activities. Presently many companies avoid
employment and choose to close contracts with self‐employed people or service agreements, thus saving the 5.2% employer
contribution to the UNSHIF. The extending of health contributions to 10.7% for the self‐employed and earnings from
independent activities would bring in an additional 300 million RON a year.
(ii) Since taxation of large pensions alone is unconstitutional, the solution would be to extend contributions, diminishing at
the same time its impact by means of health aid addressing poor families
The number of pensioners contributing to the UNSHIF stands at 2.4 million, which is 42% of the total. Considering that the
pensioners are the most likely to benefit from healthcare services, we intend to assess the possibility to extend health
contributions to other pension incomes.
A (constitutional) solution at hand for the Government is introducing a flat tax rate for all pensions, regardless of the
quantum, while providing social aid to people with a net income below 740 RON, to compensate for the charged
contribution. Another system could take into consideration a differential compensation of the healthcare contribution, based
on monthly income instalments, similar to heating aid. A similar aid system is used by Holland not only for pensioners but for
all people with incomes below a certain nation‐wide set threshold. The impact on the budget of such a measure would
consist of an additional 2 billion RON a year collected by the UNSHIF from the 5.6 million pensioners. The state budget should
in exchange compensate for part of the paid contribution with social aids.
(iii) On medium term, only the moderate rise in contribution rates would bring balance to the UNSHIF
The reduced income from health insurances over 2009‐2011 resulted in major financial setbacks for the UNSHIF and forced
the state budget to grant aids worth over 5 billion RON to cover deficits. Had the contributions stayed at the 2007, 12.5%
level, the UNSHIF income would have increased – caeteris paribus –by 7 billion RON in 2009‐2011, rendering the state
budget’s intervention unnecessary.
Romania has resumed economic growth in 2011, with a 2.5% rate, though with a less optimistic perspective for 2012 of only
1.7%. We can hope for a sustainable recovery as of 2013 – 2014, when growth forecasts exceed 3% a year. That is the
moment when health contributions should be adjusted, first to 12%, and even to 13% subsequently. A 12% rate in 2013
would bring in an additional income of 2 billion RON, and a 13% rate in 2014 would result in an additional 4 billion RON as
compared to the income included in the 2012‐2014 fiscal‐budgetary strategy12.
(iv) Additional income from the vice tax is feasible
In 2011, the vice tax brought 1.2 billion RON to the Ministry of Health budget. Considering the already high level of excise, we
deem unlikely further rises in this respect in the short run. However the Government might consider a similar excise imposed
on beer; if the “vice tax” was extended to beer, a 0.15 euro/hl/1 degree Plato, would bring the Ministry of Health budget 150
million RON a year.
(v) Subsidies from the state budget should be measurable, predictable and transparent
According to the current relevant legislation certain categories of basic healthcare beneficiaries are exempt from mandatory
insurance payment. The state budget and social insurance budget should cover for such exemptions; lack of regulations till
2012, prevented the payment of the most important of the said compensations – for pensioners, pupils and students.
As far as the children, pupils and students are concerned, we would like to bring to the Government’s attention a practice
from the Dutch healthcare system, where the state budget provides compensation to cover healthcare insurances equal to
the value of the insurance premium for people under the age of 18; in 2007 the amount reached 2.2 billion Euros. Romania
could also develop such a predictable and transparent mechanism, since the state budget already transfers significant
amounts to cover UNSHIF deficits, encouraging at the same time children to join the compulsory and high‐school education
system. Thus, instead of covering the UNSHIF deficit, the state budget could provide health insurance compensation for
school children benefiting from compulsory education, for upper secondary school pupils and for students.
The calculation method we propose involves the compensation of the 5.5% contribution applicable to the minimum wage for
pupils benefiting from compulsory education, high‐school or trade school education and for students. The necessary amount
stands at 1.56 billion RON, in 2012, considering a monthly minimum wage of 700 RON, and a potential number of 2.7 million
pupils and 670 thousand students.
(vi) The proposed measures, cumulated, could generate additional resources standing for 1% of the GDP starting 2014
The implementation of the presented proposals regarding the increase of public incomes in the healthcare system would add
7.3 billion RON to the budget. The largest part of which, would be covered by the increased 13% health contribution rate and
taxation in full of pensions. Also important, is the proposal regarding compensations for free healthcare services granted to
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Such as: Slovakia, Slovenia and the Czech Republic.
0.3% and 0.6% of GDP respectively

pupils and students, by means of yearly transfers from the state budget, standing at 1.5 billion RON. Over the past years, the
state budget has granted anyway subsidies to cover the UNSHIF deficits, but they have been unpredictable and their volume
lacked transparency. This is why we propose the subsidies be removed and replaced with compensation for exemptions from
health insurance payment granted under the law. Thus, the UNSHIF would be able to forecast incomes and draw multiannual
plans for expenditures within the limits of available resources.

Measures to increase UNSHIF and MH incomes proposed in the
report

Yearly estimated amount
(million RON)

10.7% health contribution rate for self‐employed people and
incomes from independent activities

300

health contribution applied to all pensions13

2000

12% health insurance contribution rate (as of 2013, as compared to
the 2012 – 2014 FBS)

2000

13% health insurance contribution rate (as of 2014, as compared to
the 2012 – 2014 FBS and 12% rate)

2000

“vice tax” imposed on beer

150

Compensate health insurances for pupils and students
(compared to subsidies granted to cover UNSHIF deficits, forecasted
for 2013 in the 2012‐2114 FBS)
Total

7,350

Without implementing at least a few of these proposals, the UNSHIF will not have enough resources in 2013 to observe the
provisions of Directive 7/2011 on combating late payment in commercial transactions14 and will not be able to pay debts to
suppliers, while higher quality services are out of question.
Additional resources should be used by an improved system
Apart from the financial problems of the healthcare system, we also need to deem paramount redefining the relations
between financing entities, service providers and patients. Since the present regulatory and institutional framework – in
which the main players pertain to the public sector – leaves little room for major progress in point of quality and attention to
patients we are assessing reform proposals in which the private sector plays a significant role in the Romanian healthcare
system.
(i) The insured citizens will benefit from the participation of private companies in the healthcare system
Official private expenditure in the Romanian healthcare system is below the European average, standing for one fifth
approximately of the total. Optional insurances stand for a minute share, while the overwhelming majority is represented by
direct payments (for drugs, medical devices, services of private primary and secondary care providers, etc.)
The participation of the private sector on the health insurance market is necessary for several reasons: (i) it would bring
additional incomes to the system to cover services outside the basic package (ii) it would determine private and public
providers to observe higher quality standards and (iii) it could lead to a drop in medical service prices.
Given the early development stage of the private insurances market, we recommend that private insurances be encouraged
– in the first 2‐3 years – and, subsequently, be made available for the basic package. Such staging not only considers the
insurance companies’ administrative capacity, but also the necessary changes in the providers’ and insured’s mentality.
According to Eurostat, private expenditure on optional healthcare insurances in 2009 stood at 0.01% of the GDP, as
compared to the 0.4% European average. The underdevelopment is due to a number of reasons: a too large basic package,
incomplete and sketchy regulations, poor private optional insurance culture, unappealing offers from the insurance
companies, and lack of fiscal incentives either for the population or for the insurers.
Once the “black list” of medical services that are not included in the basic package is established, a clear market for optional
insurances will be available and the insurers will be able to provide insurance policies addressing various patient categories
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The amount is calculated as the difference between potential incomes and estimated incomes following the implementation of the calculation method
presented by the Constitutional Court.
14
The Directive urges member states to reduce the payment deadline for medical services and drugs to 60 days, plus 30 days for acceptance. In Romania, the
payment deadline for drugs with and without personal contribution is of 180 days (plus 30 days for review) and for drugs included in the national healthcare
programs of 90 days (plus 30 days for review).

and launch communication campaigns. An important incentive for optional health insurances could be the deduction of paid
insurance premiums from the insured’s taxable income.
Opening the social health insurance market to private insurance companies is a profound reform of the system, with a major
impact on funding, contracting and service providing, the providers’ activity and on the financer – provider – patient relation.
We recommend that the private social insurances be introduced after the extension of optional insurances, starting with
2015, though not before redefining the basic medical services package. Until then the necessary regulations should be
prepared as well as the appropriate public and private institutional structure based on the experience with similar systems of
European countries such as Holland and the Czech Republic. Please note that the regulation of the healthcare system is much
more complex when private insurances are concerned since it has to follow the dynamics of a market where a lot of players
compete for profits.
Hospital privatization is another extensive change, with major consequences in terms of service quality and use of resources.
There are currently approximately 350 public hospitals, most of them subordinated to local authorities – about 250, and the
rest under the administration of the Ministry of Health or other ministries. For a long time the hospitals were deemed
unchallengeable structures, though rigid and unsuited for reform. After the 2010 decentralization, reorganization proposals
gained a wider, more change‐sensitive audience. One of the main supported ideas is the privatization, for which purpose the
hospitals should become private companies or foundations. Although the idea is beneficent, in order to avoid
implementation issues which could compromise it, we would like to present some recommendations concerning the
organization, budgeting, resources, control, liability, services and contracting of private hospitals.
(ii) The reforms which are currently being implemented should be carried on
Apart from the health insurances, there have been numerous reform proposals over the past 4 years, starting with the 2008
report of the presidential commission in charge with analyzing and drafting public health policies in Romania – “A healthcare
system focused on the citizens’ needs” – and continuing with sector analyses of the World Bank, or the 2010 report of the
Romanian Academic Society – “Crisis and reform in the healthcare system. An up‐do‐date review”. We agree with most of
the recommendations comprised in these documents and we note that their implementation has been started over the past
2 years, given the IMF and EU pressure. Since the consultations regarding a new law draft on the healthcare reform are to be
resumed, we would like to take this opportunity and analyze those aspects of systemic importance that could be considered
in drawing the new law draft.
The reform concerning the basic healthcare services package seems to be paramount for the evolution of the social health
insurance system in Romania. In short, the basic package should only include essential services that can be covered by
UNSHIF attainable income. Over the past years, there was no balance between necessary spending and available resources,
due to the economic crisis and some measures meant to eliminate limits imposed to drug consumption and services. For
more than one year, the Ministry of Health has been working on the reorganization of basic healthcare services and
promised to finish it in 2012 by publishing the “black list” of not included services and the list of services covered by the
mandatory healthcare insurance. Other reforms in the system depend on this basic package, such as: optional health
insurances, the need to increase contribution rates, tariff system review, streamlining of national health programs, primary
care development etc. For this reason, the reform should not be pushed ahead in a hasty manner, but in a predictable
fashion. Since the Romanians have been used to benefitting from an almost exhaustive list of healthcare services, a sustained
information campaign would be necessary to get them interested in optional health insurances.
In order to be able to control healthcare expenditures on medium and long term, Romania needs to invest now in primary
healthcare. While in the EU countries one quarter of the social health insurance spending goes to primary care services, only
12%‐13% has the same destination in Romania. The recent reforms that lead to the increase to 50% of the share of
healthcare services provided by family physicians are correct, but there are still other important steps to be taken, such as:
•

assign larger amounts to prevention;

•

encourage family physicians and specialists to provide more services;

•

stimulate healthcare services in the rural areas so that patients in need of medical care would not resort directly to
hospitalization or request the services of emergency care units.

Another important aspect to be analyzed on short term concerns the EU Directive 7/2011 on combating late payment in
commercial transactions. This directive urges member states to reduce – as of 2013 – payment deadlines for healthcare
services and drugs to a maximum of 60 days, plus a 30‐day period to verify invoices15. For Romania, this means an additional
amount of approximately 1.6 billion RON to be paid in 2013 for subsidized drugs, besides the currently budgeted
expenditure16. Alignment to the provisions of the Directive 7/2011 requires planning in good time of implementation stages
by the Ministry of Public Finance, the Ministry of Health and the NHIH, as well as early identification of the financing source
for the 1.6 billion RON needed to reduce payment deadlines.

15

The deadline for introducing it in the national legislation is March 2013.
The 1.6 billion figure does not include overdue payments. If Romania decided to reduce payment deadlines and liquidate overdEU payments to date than the
needed resources should be summed up.
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As regards the clawback tax, we are of the opinion that after the stabilization of the drug consumption level, the
implementation of cost control measures and after the economic growth is resumed, the Government could renounce it or
review sales threshold, for a lower impact. In any case, in its present form, the tax poses a disadvantage to manufacturers
and importers while the other players in the pharmaceutical industry bear no fiscal burden. The tax’s impact on the drug
market is not visible yet, however keeping or hardening it may result in important suppliers leaving the Romanian market.
The new healthcare law draft can also promote measures inspired by the experience of other more developed European
countries, for more effective services and spending. Although their enforcement requires a change in the attitude of all
players in the system, difficult to accomplish, they are necessary for a continuous improvement of services. Therefore, we
present the Ministry of Health and the insurance house with the following recommendations:


encourage, together with the local public authorities, the building of a local or county network of healthcare
providers, integrated both horizontally and vertically, to guarantee patients’ access to the proper level of care and
avoid unjustified use of hospital care; in cooperation with providers from different healthcare levels, prescription
practices and post‐hospital care monitoring could be improved.
 intensify discussions with the main players involved in drawing public policy proposals or law drafts; thus, the
providers will actively take part in the process, and the implementation will be more effective.
Another aspect to be taken into consideration is the management of medical information on patients, treatments, services
and drugs. The NHIH’s projects concerning the electronic health card, electronic prescriptions and the patient’s electronic file
are beneficial. Without going into detail about these already public initiatives, we recommend the NHIH to also develop the
capacity to analyze and synthesize information fluxes, in order to register visible progress in terms of service quality and use
of resources. Last but not least, we would like more of the collected information to be made available to the public on the
webpage.
With regards to the transparency of the healthcare system, none of the public institutions observes the legal communication
requirements. Given the lack of transparency – even though a high performance information system is in place – we cannot
imagine how other interested parties could actively be involved in improving the quality of services, fighting fraud and
rationalize expenditures on healthcare in Romania. In fact, the capacity to analyze and synthesize information on the
healthcare system has no chance to begin with. The Ministry of Health and the UNSHIF should regularly publish information
that would allow any person interested, to analyze the healthcare system as a whole, the status of a certain sector, county or
of a particular provider. Since a new health law is being drafted, we would like to take this opportunity and recommend the
ministry to set clear responsibilities and data fluxes as well as severe sanctions for entities failing to observe information and
transparency requirements. Last but not least, Romania has recently voiced its intention to participate in the “Open
Government Partnership” and is soon to present an action plan. For the time being, the healthcare sector is not among the
areas included in the e‐government platform of the partnership, for which extensive data will be available to the public. We
however hope that it is not too late to include healthcare in this list since the necessary information is already available in the
Unique Integrated Information System and the civil society and the involved players have already repeatedly expressed their
interest in this matter.

REPORT
1. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS
The provision and funding of health services may be regarded as a transfer of resources between the
health service providers, patients (beneficiaries of the services) and third parties. The simplest form of
transition for obtaining an asset or service is direct payment, paid by the beneficiary directly to the
provider for the asset/service purchased. However, due to the very high costs of many medical
treatments, the modern healthcare systems have developed through interposition of a third party
between the beneficiary and the service provider, with the role of taking over the financial risk
associated to the sickness. The third parties may be public and/or private institutions which are funded
both through direct and indirect contributions, from a group of beneficiaries which they protect against
the risk through a resource allocation mechanism to the service providers, drugs and medical devices.
Healthcare system triangle

Beneficiary

Service provider
Provision

Financing

Allocation
Third parties:
Public/private insurers

In order to avoid the deficits, the healthcare system must ensure a balance between the financial
resources and the total costs. The equation developed by Evans17 shows this relationship: the total
revenues, which sum up taxes and duties (T), social health insurances (S), direct payments (D) and
premiums associated to the private/voluntary health insurances (V) must be equal to the total costs of
the system (namely price (P) x quantity of goods and services (Q)) which, at the same time, are equal to
the service providers’ incomes (namely price (W) x mix of inputs – salaries, profit, etc. (Z)).
Equation 1: T + S + D + V = P x Q = W x Z
The majority of the healthcare systems in Europe use a mix of incomes for the sustainable funding of
the services. Even if the difficulty of choice does not lie in the selection of a type of funding or another,
but rather in the identification of an optimal mix, adapted to the social and economic particularities, it is
important to know the advantages and disadvantages of the different funding systems for health
expenses.
1.1 Financing through taxes
In case of health funding through general taxation, the types of tax are different (direct/ indirect), the
levels of variable administration (local or central), and proper heterogeneous sources (general or with
special destination). The selection of the taxation type for the funding of the health sector has
implications both in terms of social equity and efficiency. For example, in Great Britain the healthcare
system is funded in a high percentage through direct taxes. The taxes and duties with special destination
have an important contribution in health funding in France and Italy.
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The local taxes have a significant share in the financial resources of the healthcare system in Bulgaria,
Denmark, Finland, Norway, Sweden and Italy.
The direct taxes – income tax, corporate tax, property tax – are easier to manage from the administrative
point of view, and the conformity tax is usually higher. However, their utilization for the funding of the
health services may create horizontal social inequity (different impact upon people from the same
income category):


if the taxation rates vary at the regional level;


if certain forms of income are exempted from taxation (i.e. capital incomes);


if certain types of expenses are deductible from the fiscal point of view (i.e. the private/voluntary
health insurance premiums).
The indirect taxes - VAT, excise duties – as funding source of the health services may generate negative
effects upon population18, because:


the people with higher income save more, and the savings are not subject to indirect taxes


the people with low income spend proportionally more of their income for goods and services
subject to high indirect taxes (i.e.. cigarettes, food, fuels);


the taxation rate for certain indirect taxes – i.e. excise duties – is established as fixed amount.

National budget taxes vs. local budget
Contrary to all expectations, there are arguments in favour of the utilization of the local taxes for the
funding of the healthcare system compared to the national budget taxes:

higher transparency – health expenses represent in many countries an important share of the
local budgets so that it is easier to justify the utilization of the local taxes for the public health services
(even if they are not with special destination);

responsibility – at the local level, politicians are much closer to the electorate, and the decisions
to spend public funds are easier to monitor by the public;

specific needs – the needs for public health services may vary at the regional/local level
depending on the social-economic factors;

reduction of the competition for resources between the public health sector and other segments
of the state sector: healthcare may represent a political priority at the local level whereas there are fewer
directions for the allocation of the public funds compared to the existing situation at the central
administration level.
The main disadvantages of using the local taxes as a means for funding the public health expenses are
related to the horizontal and vertical imbalances. In the first case, local authorities with underdeveloped
economies could not ensure the same standard of public health services compared to their wealthier
counterparts. In the second case, given the very high health cost, no local budget could collect sufficient
income from the local sources in order to cover all the expenses so that the co-financing from the state
budget would be however necessary.
General purpose taxes vs. special purpose taxes
The general taxes used for healthcare systems present a series of advantages, as follows:
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the large taxation basis ensures a diversity of the income sources;


the allocation is more flexible from taxes with general purpose taxes, it does not depend on preset sources.

However, this solution determines a series of uncertainties which may affect the financial
stability of the system whereas the allocations by lines of expenses are annually established
by the state budget law and are subject to political negotiations. Thus, health enters
competition with other fields, like transport and education, and the decision process
becomes opaque and unpredictable.
In exchange, the special purpose taxes have the advantage that they are easier to perceive
and accepted by the population19. By establishing a connection between the incomes and
public expenses, the funding of the healthcare sector becomes more transparent and
stable20.
1.2 The funding through the social health insurance mechanism
The social health insurances represent the primary funding source of the healthcare sector
in the majority of European countries. The contributions are determined depending on the
insured persons’ income and are covered both by the employee and the employer. The
collection of the contributions can be made either through a national special health
insurance fund (Croatia, Estonia, Hungary, Slovakia, Holland), through the general social
insurance fund (Belgium) or directly by the private insurers (Holland).
The social health insurance systems in Europe may be included in two models: (i) the
Bismarck model which is characteristic to the healthcare systems in the Western European
countries and (ii) the neo-Bismarckian model developed by the countries in the Central and
Eastern Europe (CEE) after the communism fall. The health insurance systems in the
mature economies have developed and improved over a longer period of time. In the CEE
countries, the implementation of the health insurance systems has been more radical and
rapid, the predominant characteristic being the insurer’s decision-making independence
towards the government.
The social health insurances, as means for funding the health sector, presents a series of
advantages compared to the taxes and duties with special purpose:


higher transparency and easier acceptance of the contributiveness by the population;



protection of incomes against the political factor interference whereas the budgeting and
allocation decision-making process is outsourced to a quasi-independent entity;



share of the fiscal effort between the employer and the employee.
The main disadvantages of the social health insurance system are related to the higher
labour costs which it generates and which may reduce the economic competitiveness of a
country at the international level. Besides, it may create social inequity in certain conditions
as the share of the population’s income from capital earnings – non-taxable – increases
comparatively with the salary income (subject to health contribution).
1.3 Direct payments for services and medical products
The direct payments made by the population have a major contribution in the total health
expenses made by the private sector. The main reasons for the promotion of the direct
payments as funding source of the health expenses were: (i) reduction of the risk that the
population should abuse of medical services which are not absolutely necessary and (ii) the
need to attract additional resources in the system. However, the direct payments are
criticized as they affect the access to the health services for the people with low income or
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they lead to the increase of health costs for the population. Under these circumstances, the
political factor has promoted in many countries changes of the regulatory framework of the
direct payments, aiming in the first place: the amounts paid, the thresholds for the age in
application, the incomes obtained, the occupation and family status.
The direct payments are of three types:


tariffs for the services which are not included in the basic medical service package,



co-payment



informal payments
The tariffs for goods and services which are not covered by any form of insurance are
different from country to country. For example, in Bulgaria or Slovenia the services
provided by the doctors who don’t have a contract with the health insurance company, by
the specialized doctors without referral from the general practitioner, the OTC drugs, dental
services, the visit to the specialized doctor more rapid than the normal appointment or
special hospitalization conditions or plastic surgery (in Bulgaria) are not covered, etc. In
Slovakia, the tariffs are paid for certain primary care services in ambulatory (vaccinations,
medical exams required by the employer, etc.) or different laboratory diagnostics (CT, Xrays, etc.). In Holland, they are applied in case of certain medical service providers
(pharmacies, dentists, physiotherapists).
The co-payment is usually calculated as a fixed amount for the medical service provided: in
Bulgaria it accounts for 1% of the national minimum monthly salary in case of ambulatory
medical services and 2% for each hospitalization day. In Slovakia it is € 0.17 for a medical
receipt, € 0.99 for a visit to the emergency aid service, etc. In Italy the amount is limited to
€ 36.15 for ambulatory services and € 25 for non-urgent visits made to any emergency
section. In Holland, the co-payment differs depending on the type of service provided: for
basic medical services, an annual amount of €155 is applicable (with some exceptions);
since 2009, the health insurers may choose not to request the respective amount if the
insured person uses the services of certain providers or certain drugs. In Slovenia it varies
between 5% and 75% of the cost of the medical service or drug.
The informal payments are the most difficult to quantify and are mainly relevant in the excommunist countries, but also in the rural areas of some developed countries (i.e.: Italy,
Greece, France).

2. THE FUNDING OF THE HEALTHCARE SYSTEM IN ROMANIA (2006-2011)
2.1 The resources of the healthcare system
According to the most recent data published by Eurostat, related to 2009, Romania allocates
5.6% of the gross domestic product to health21. The percentage was stable in the last 7-8 years;
the level was 5.2 % of GDP in 2003. These values rank our country on the last place in the
European Union in the field.
Of the total resources allocated to health, 80% are public and 20% private. As far as the public
resources are concerned, most of them - 85% - are administered by the National Unique Social
Health Insurance Fund (UNSHIF). In case of the private ones, the huge majority comes from
direct payments, namely co-payments, full payments or tariffs for services.
Public incomes for health
The main public incomes destined to health are the insurance contributions paid by the
employers and employees/pensioners/self-employed persons. In 2011 they have totalized 15
billion lei, namely 2.6% of GDP. The level of the health contribution quotas in Romania are
among the lowest in Europe (see chapter 3.2), namely 10.7%22, and from this the low
percentage of the incomes thus generated.
Besides the social health insurances, the public health system also benefits from the incomes
from excise duties on tobacco and alcohol (informally called the „vice tax”)233 and from the tax
on the revenues made by the producers, importers and holders of the trading licenses from sale
of drugs whose equivalent value is covered – fully or partially - by UNSHIF (known as the „
clawback tax”; see Box 3 from subchapter 4.1). In 2011, the vice tax generated revenues of 1.2
billion lei and clawback tax of 0.24 billion lei, both of them to the Ministry of Health budget.
Besides the special purpose revenues, the public health system also receives subsidies from the
state budget, namely from the general taxation. In 2010 and 2011 they were essential for the
coverage of the UNSHIF deficit, totalizing 5.5 billion lei, namely 15% of the total revenues.
The revenues of the National Unique Social Health Insurance Fund
The UNSHIF revenues are made up of the health insurance contributions and subsidies from the
state budget and from the own revenues of the Ministry of Health. On average, the quotas
represent approximately 90% of the revenues, and the subsidies the rest of 10%. Nominally, the
total revenues of the Fund have come near 18 billion lei in 2011, by almost 50% more than in
2007. The evolution has not been continuous all this time. In figure 2 it is noticed the decrease
of 7% registered in 2009, which unhappily coincided with the elimination of the restrictions to
the consumption of compensated drugs, therefore with higher cost needs. In 2010 and 2011, by
means of the subsidies from the state budget, the total revenues have re-entered an ascending
path.
Romania reduced the contribution quotas to the health insurance even on the verge of the
economic crisis start, in 2008, from 12.5% to 11% and, subsequently, to 10.7%, since 2009.
The effects of the reduction have cumulated with those of the economy decline and they
resulted in the nominal decrease of the revenues from the health contributions in 2009 and
2010, by 0.5 billion lei and 1 billion lei (see figure 3). In 2011, the total revenues from
contributions were higher than in 2008, thanks to the health insurances paid by the pensioners,
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who contributed more than 1.7 billion lei24, six times more than in the previous year; however,
those from the employers and employees are still far from the amounts collected in 2008.

The average structure of UNSHIF incomes 2006‐2011

Employers’ contributions ‐ total
Employees’ contributions
Pensioners’ contributions
Subventions from the state budget
for covering deficits
Subventions from MH’s own income

Figure 1. The average share of the income sources in the total UNSHIF resources
Source: NHIH, MIND Research & Rating

Billion lei

Tendencies of UNSHIF’s total income and debts

Total income

Total debts

Figure 2. Evolution of UNSHIF debts in the period 2007 - 2011
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Source: NHIH, MIND Research & Rating
After the financial situation of the Fund was seriously deteriorated in 2009, the state budget
intervened with 3.5 billion lei in 2010 and other 2 billion lei in 2011, by means of which the
majority of the payment obligations of the UNSHIF were paid. The UNSHIF resources are
annually completed from the own revenues of the Ministry of Health (i.e. vice tax) for the
financing of the compensated drugs purchased by the pensioners with low income and for
various national health programs. They totalized 612 million lei in 2011, namely 3% of the
total.
The tendencies of the main income sources of UNSHIF in the period 2006 ‐ 2015

Billion lei

Employers’
contributions
‐ total

Employees’
contributions

Pensioners’
contributions
State budget estimation

Figure 3. The tendencies of the income sources of UNSHIF in the period 2006 - 2012
Source:NHIH, MIND Research & Rating
The UNSHIF debts
With the deterioration of the economic climate – at the end of 2008 – the debts of the economic
operators and of the population to the public budgets have also increased. UNSHIF has not been
exempted from this phenomenon, and its debts increased from 3 billion lei, at the end of 2007,
to more than 6.6 billion lei, at the end of 2011. Two thirds of the amount comes from the
economic operators and the rest from the population. The majority of the population’s debts
were probably caused by the same economic operators who do not pay the 5.5 % contribution
of the insured persons to the Fund.
Before analyzing the main debtors, it must be stated that the debts appear higher in the UNSHIF
accounting than in that of the debtors because the latter do not calculate exactly the delay
penalties and increases. Therefore, from the accounting reports of the economic operators,
centralized by the Ministry of Public Finance, it results that their outstanding debts to UNSHIF
summed up 1.9 billion RON at the end of the first semester of year 2011. The state companies
accounted for 69% of the amount; the first debtor companies were mainly state-owned,
cumulating 58% of the total outstanding debts.
Name
National Pit Coal Company
CFR SA
National Coal Company
CFR Marfă SA
Remin SA
Electrificare CFR SA

Outstanding debts
(million RON)
517
270
74
66
40
35

Intervenții Feroviare SA
CET Iasi SA
PSV Company SA
'FORTUS S.A.'

28
27
24
23

Table 1. Top 10 debtors to the social health insurance fund (2011-H1)
Source: MFP, MIND Research & Rating

Box 1. Top 10 state companies with outstanding debts, according to the
accounting reports in the first semester of 2011
The sector of the state companies has a stock of outstanding debts estimated to
approximately 5% of GDP – of which most part represents arrears (outstanding debts
longer than 90 days) to the state
budget and the budgets of the social insurance –and it generates total annual losses of
approximately 1% of GDP. Under these circumstances, the Government has to
restructure and privatize quickly
the viable companies and liquidate those with non-sustainable activity from the
economic and financial point of view. Such measures would improve the balance of
the state budget by reducing the transfers and subsidies and, at the same time, it
would help eliminate the financial blockings which occur in the economy due to the
outstanding debts.
Name
debts
CFR SA
COMPANIA NATIONALA A HUILEI S.A.
Termoelectrica
RADET
CFR Marfă SA
CNADNR
CFR Călători
Electrificare C.F.R. S.A.
Remin SA
ELECTROCENTRALE BUCURESTI S.A.

Outstanding
5.710
5.046
3.015
1.730
1.039
969
595
579
578
527

2.2. Utilization of the healthcare system resources
The total health costs made in Romania are situated around the value of 5.6% of GDP, which rank
our country on the last place in the European Union. Four fifths of them are public expenses, and
the rest are private. More than 80% of the public costs are made within the social health insurance
system by UNSHIF, and the rest by the Ministry of Health and the local administrations. In case of
private costs, the great majority takes the shape of direct payments for medical services or drugs.
Public expenses for health
Related to the gross domestic product, the public expenses for health in Romania are indeed
reduced. However, we should not forget that the total public expenses of our country are also
among the smallest in the EU. Therefore, without evolutions or significant changes in the revenues
and public expenses in general, the increase space of those related to health - related to GDP – is
limited.
The share of health expenses in the total public expenses has maintained constant in the last years,
at approximately 10%. We also notice the same constancy to the UNSHIF share in the total public
expenses. In fact, the percentages show the level of resources for health which the public sector
can afford within the current fiscal-budgetary framework.

Of the more than 21 billion of public expenses for health in 2011, almost 18 billion lei were
made by UNSHIF within the health insurance system, 2.6 billion lei by the Ministry of
Health and 720 billion lei by the local administrations (see figure 5).
The Ministry of Health mainly allocates sums for some national health programs, medical
care in the emergency facilities, the payment of the salaries for the residential doctors and for
the doctors in the medical school cabinets for the operation of the medical and social units
through endowments with equipment and investments in the public sanitary facilities.
The local administrations, currently owners of more than 250 hospitals, allocate their own
funds for their expenses related to goods and services, endowments with equipments and
investments.

commitments

The evolution of health public expenses as a share of GDP and total public expenses

Figure 4. The share of public expenses for health in the GDP and BGC
Source: NHIH, MIND Research & Rating

Billion lei

Public health expenses, structured onto sources

commitments

UNSHIF

Min. of Health

Local administration

Figure 5. The structure of the public expenses for health (2007 - 2012)
Source: NHIH, MIND Research & Rating
The UNSHIF expenses
In 2011, UNSHIF spent twice more resources than in 2005. As we have not proposed to analyze their
efficiency, we will just limit to notice that - nominally – the highest increases in this interval were
registered with the medical hospital care and the compensated drugs25.
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For 2011 (see figure 6), it should be noticed the decrease by almost 20% of the expenses with
hospitals, as a result of the dissolution of more than 150 of them and of the reduction in the number
of beds and hospital admissions26. As for drugs, the elimination of the ceilings for the sale of
compensated drugs by the pharmacies, in 2008, led to the increase in consumption27, which,
combined with the reduction of revenues and of the leu/eur exchange rate determined the
accumulation of large outstanding payments in 2009 and 2010 (see the financial balance of
UNSHIF below). In order to help pay the arrears for the compensated drugs, the state budget
subsidised the Fund with almost 4 billion lei in 2010 and 2011. After the extension of the settlement
periods28, in the two budgetary years, the resources were mainly used for the payment of the
consumption from the previous periods (in 2010 for 2009, and in 2011 for 2010), which made that
the payments should no longer reflect the current consumption of drugs, creating a gap of up to 10
months.
Therefore, although the payments from 2011 have reached a level of 6 billion lei, they are higher
than the annual consumption because the outstanding payments for 2010 have been paid. As a
matter of fact, in 2010 and 2011, the consumption of compensated drugs remained to similar values,
between 5.7 and 5.9 billion lei29. In this context, the NHIH data which show that in 2011 the
consumption of compensated drugs in ambulatory reached 6.56 billion lei, are wrong because at
least 500 million lei represent consumption from years 2009 and 2010 unregistered on that date and
recognized only in quarter IV of 2011.
In the structure, the highest expenses of UNSHIF are made for hospitals – around 45%. This
situation is common to all the health systems in Europe, although in the Central and EasternEuropean countries, including Romania, the share is higher than in the Western states.
The following subchapter of expenses is the one with compensated drugs, including both the drugs
with or without personal contribution and those from the national health programs.

billion lei

UNSHIF expenses 2005‐2012

total expenses

Compensated drugs

Primary assistance

Hospital assistance

Figure 6. Tendencies of the main types of UNSHIF expenses
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Source: NHIH, MIND Research & Rating
Average structure of UNSHIF expenses 2005‐2012
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Figure 7. The average share of the main UNSHIF expenses
Source: NHIH, MIND Research & Rating
The average share of these expenses in the last 6 years was 27%. In 2011 it exceeded 33%, as a
result of the additional effort to pay the arrears coming from the previous years’ consumption.
Although as percentage in the total health expenses the drugs in Romania exceed the average of
20% from the European Union, we register comparable levels with the other Central and EasternEuropean countries (Hungary, Slovakia, Lithuania, Estonia, Poland). If we analyze from the point
of view of the consumption per capita, expressed in EUR at the purchasing power parity, Romania
registers the smallest value at the level of the entire European Union, 40% smaller than in Poland,
Lithuania or Estonia (namely € 156 compared to € 235 - €255 PPS in 2009). Therefore, the high
percentage values are rather the result of the very low denominator in Romania’s case (i.e. health
costs) than the consequence of a high consumption of drugs.
The primary medical care has limited resources, of 12.4% of the total UNSHIF, much below the
European average. This situation is the consequence of the unbalanced development of the sanitary
system in the last 6-7 decades when the focus was put on the hospital care. As a result, currently
even the service infrastructure and the providers are missing in order to efficiently use significantly
higher amounts in the field. In 2011, of the total settlements received from UNSHIF, the services
provided by the family doctors totalized 50%, which represents a step forward for the gradual
orientation of the medical care balance from the hospital level to the primary level.
The financial balance of UNSHIF
2009 was difficult for the social health insurance system. The income was decreasing as a result of
the reduction of contribution quota to 10.7% and to the economic crisis, and cost needs are
increasing, as a result of the elimination of the cost ceilings with the compensated drugs and to the
supplement of their list. The lack of resources determined the rapid accumulation of debts and the
impossibility of complying with the payment deadlines. The financial year ended with a total
consumption of services and drugs higher with 2.5 billion lei than the payments made, with period
of settling the „compensated drugs” extended to six months, 3 months respectively for the list C2,
and with debts of 3 billion lei30. The outstanding payments from 2009 troubled the financial balance
of UNSHIF in the following two budgetary years, 2010 and 2011.
The unbalances occurred in 2009 affect even at the moment the financial situation of UNSHIF. The
consumption of drugs in the ambulatory seems to have stabilized under 6 billion lei each year, but
the total debts are increasing, the stock reaching approximately 6 billion lei in 2011, double
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compared to 200931. The debts towards the drug providers represent 85% of the total, a result of the
long settlement periods.
Due to the higher resources allocated in 2011 to the expenses with the compensated drugs, the
outstanding payments of UNSHIF are on an ascending path, and the arrears were reduced to zero on
31 December32. It is likely that these tendencies should also be maintained in 2012, if the revenues
generated by the clawback tax are used for the payment of the outstanding payments left approximately 1.24 billion lei, in the end also reflecting upon the stock of debts.

Billion lei

UNSHIF balance 2009‐2011

income
expenses
deficit
debt
Total debts

Figure 8. The budgetary and accounting result of UNSHIF in the period 2009 - 2011
Source: NHIH, MIND Research & Rating
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The evolution of debts and overdEU payments of UNSHIF
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december

december

Total debt from compensated drugs

Total debts of UNSHIF

Overdue payments

Arrears

Figure 9. Evolutions of debts and outstanding payments of UNSHIF to the providers
Source: NHIH, MIND Research & Rating
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3. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS ROMANIA– EUROPEAN UNION
3.1 Characteristics of the healthcare systems in Europe33
In the majority of the European Union states, the main funding sources of the healthcare system
are the social health insurance contributions. The direct payments rank on the second place in
the financing sources. The share of these sources in the total health system financing is usually
higher in the countries recently entered the EU compared to the older members. The role of the
voluntary health insurances is modest in most of the countries. The explanation is due to the
wide range of coverage which the health insurance funds with mandatory contribution offer. In
these cases, the voluntary health insurances are used for (i) the coverage of the health insurance
for travels outside the country, (ii) by the non-residents who work in the respective country, but
who are not covered through the mandatory health insurance, (iii) by the persons who want an
increased protection34 etc. In the countries where the mandatory health insurance does not offer
a wide coverage range (i.e.: in France for the costs for dental or ophthalmologic treatment) or
where the co-payment level is important for the majority of the population (i.e: Slovenia), the
role of the private health insurances is greater. In the last example, the premium paid for such
insurances is relatively low to allow population’s access to such form of protection.
The multiple reforms of the healthcare systems which took place in the last decades in the
European countries also caused changes at the level of the coverage area for the insured
persons. For example, in France, the coverage degree has been gradually extended. Initially,
only the employees benefited from such advantage which was subsequently extended to
students, career soldiers, farmers and persons with liberal professions. For those who do not
obtain any income source or a very small income, the possibility of entering voluntarily the
medical coverage was introduced in 1978, through the payment of a premium in the form of a
fixed amount. Since 2000, the insurance for basic health services also extended to the poorest
people (those with annual income below € 9020 being exempted from the payment of any
contribution). Therefore, currently, almost the entire population in France benefits from the
health coverage. The same situation is registered in Slovakia, Slovenia or Czech Republic
where all the resident persons are actually entitled to have access to the health insurance. In
Italy, the reform from 1978 changed the solidarity principle within the professional categories
with the inter-generations solidarity principle, which formed the basis for the introduction of
the universal and free of charge coverage of the health insurance. In Holland, the basic health
insurance is mandatory for all the citizens (and the basic package is defined by the
Government). The children under 18 are insured free of charge, but they must be included in
the insurance policy of one of the parents; the insurance premium for children is paid by the
Government. The health insurance for chronic needs which implies permanent nursing (i.e:
mental or congenital physical disabilities) is also mandatory for all the citizens.
The coverage area of the services offered by the mandatory health insurance is defined in
special lists which are different from country to country. The differences appear mainly in case
of certain dental, surgery services (i.e: plastic), unconventional medicine, types of drugs (ex: in
Czech Republic the OTC drugs are offered free of charge if they are prescribed by a doctor),
etc. As an overview, the coverage area is quite wide in all the countries analyzed. The lists
which define the coverage area contain the ambulatory or hospital specialty offered free of
charge, the compensated drugs and the materials and medical devices which does not have to
be paid. In some countries (i.e. Italy) a negative list containing the medical services excluded
from the national coverage area is also published because they proved to be inefficient from the
clinical term or they are not considered a necessity.
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The regime of the entities which provide health services is quite varied. In Holland the insurers
who offer the basic package are private and can compete in terms of quality and price of
services and insured can change annually the insurers. The last characteristic is present in other
countries (such as: Czech Republic, Slovakia, Slovenia, etc). The health insurance funds are not
allowed in Czech Republic to select their patients according to the risk insured, all the
applicants must be accepted.
The collection mechanism of the resources for the public health system differs from one
country to the other, still we can identify two main types. A great deal of countries from the
central and eastern Europe are characterized by the first type, where the main contribution to
the health insurance system is calculated as a percentage from the taxpayer’s income being
paid by the employer as well as the employee. The employer usually pays a higher contribution
than the employee. Taking the Czech Republic as an example, the contribution represents
13.5% of the gross salary out of which 4.5% paid by the employee and 9.0% by the employer.
There is an annual ceiling of the contribution established at 48 monthly average wages. The
self-employed (Self-employed person) pay 13.5% but capped at 50% of the earned profit. The
Ministry of Finance pays a monthly contribution equal to one fourth of 13,5% from the
monthly average wage for certain inactive economic groups (students, children, pensioners,
unemployed, people in parental leave. The employee pays in Slovakia 4% of the gross salary
while the employer contributes with 10%; these conditions ensure a very high collection rate
(around 95%); SEP pay 14% leading to a very high collection rate (around 92%). In Slovenia
the contribution of the employees is 16.36%, while that of the employer 6.56% (where 0.53% is
added to cover the work accidents); the unemployed bring their contribution with 12.92% from
the unemployment benefit and is paid by the National Institute for Employment; the pensioners
pay 5.96% of the gross pension while the SEP pay 13.45%. In Bulgaria the contribution
reaches 16% from the salary equally divided between the employer and the employee.
In countries of Western Europe, the reforms of the financing healthcare system that took place
over the last two decades lead to replace the mechanism based on percentage contribution from
the income (the mechanism was implemented by the countries from Central and Eastern
Europe especially in the 90s) with eclectic solutions having different objectives. For example,
in France in order to enlarge the base for financing the healthcare and to reduce the dependence
of these incomes on the salary fluctuations and on those related to the occupancy, a general
social contribution implemented based on the total incomes and not only on the earned income.
Thus, the employer pays 13.1% from the salary while the contribution of the employee dropped
from 6.8% to 0.85% from the gross incomes in 2010. On the other side other contributions
emerged: 8.2% from the capital gains, 9.5% from gambling, 6.6% from pensions and 6.2%
from social benefit. Moreover, the pharmaceutical industry contributes with 1% from the
turnover, an advertising tax, a tax on the selling of drugs and an additional fee if the turnover
exceeds a certain threshold. There are also two other fees one for the activity of the companies
who pollute and another fee of 0.03% on the profit paid by all the companies that register a
higher turnover than €760.000.
In Holland, the collection mechanism is differentiated on his two components: basic health
insurance and the other for exceptional medical expenses35. In the first case, the annual
premium insurance is set by the insurers according to the risk that must be covered. This sum
was on average € 1100 (in 2008), standing for 6% from the average wage. For the insurance
in terms of the medical exceptional expenses a contribution of 12.15% from the salary is
charged , but limited at an annual value of € 3838 (number related to 2008).
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The medical exceptional expenses refer to long‐term medical care, exceeding 12 months, at mental diseases and social services care.

In Italy a regional tax applies to the added value produced by companies (4.25%) and on the
employees’ wages from the public sector (8.5%). In the event of the regional budgets for health
insurance register deficits, the increase by 1 percentage point of the values mentioned. The
financing of healthcare system is also achieved by a regional fee added to the tax salary of the
physical persons, taxes on cars and other taxes and by excise at oil products (0.13 euro/litre),
the areas being able to increase the sum by 0.026 euro/litre.
The mechanisms to assign resources in healthcare systems suffered modifications, a great deal
of reforms being implemented in the last decades in order to streamline the allocation of
resources towards healthcare. However, few patterns can be identified being visible in many
European countries. For the finance of primary care, the most current solutions are the
payment by the capitation system according to the number of patients on the doctor’s lists
(e.g.: Bulgaria or Italy) and a combination between capitation system and the one based on
the system of medical provided services. (e.g.: Slovenia, Holland or Slovakia). The system
through capitation proved very beneficial for the health insurance companies because they can
keep their costs under control (knowing in advance how much they will have to pay), but they
don’t encourage the general practitioners to undertake more expensive procedures. In some
countries, the capitation system is integrated in a functioning framework that is designed to
diminish the above mentioned effects. Thus, in Italy, the payment level, the maximum number
of patients, the responsibilities and obligations of the general practitioners/medic generalist
are stipulated in a collective agreement signed every 3 years (for example, the contract signed
in 2009 stipulates a fixed payment for each insured of € 40.05, and an additional payment can
be included according to the number of patients and the seniority of that doctor in the field).
The finance of the healthcare system in ambulatory is achieved in most of the cases based on
the fee for the medical service provided ( for example: Slovenia, Slovakia, Bulgaria, Holland
etc.). In Slovakia, each medical procedure has a number of points attached, and the insurance
company negotiates the fee for one point with the suppliers of medical services (most of the
health insurance companies negotiate a maximum volume of points that are paid, to avoid a
subsequent loss in the medical act). In Holland, the Ministry of Health and the Association of
Specialist Physicians agreed on a uniform tariff within a certain period. The hospitals and
specialist physicians can negotiate within this period of time. This tariff was € 132.5 ± € 6
(starting with 2007). In France, the tariffs are set on a national level. In Italy, starting with
1999, the type of financing has been changed from the criterion of the tariff on medical service
to the criterion of casuistry.
The reforms in terms of the funding of the healthcare system were felt most powerful at the level
of the financing of hospitals. Nowadays, the current solution implemented seems to be that
based on casuistry, still this also proved to be having certain flaws that are likely to lead to new
reforms on the future. In Slovakia, before 2000, the hospitalization services were paid according
to the number of days-bed contracted. Subsequently, the model of payment on casuistry has
been implemented, which encouraged the hospitals to reduce the hospitalization period of the
patients, because the price paid per case was left unchanged, irrespective of the hospitalization
period. Not making the difference between the gravity of casuistry at the same type of
intervention, the hospitalization of the less serious cases has been promoted, as well as the
outsourcing of the less complicated cases and their rehospitalisation. In 2003 another pattern
that determines the entire procedure for the care of a patient was introduced, that asks for higher
administrative and operational efforts but succeeds to solve the former problems. The costs for
each procedure have been taken over from a similar Australian pattern36.
In Holland, in 2005, the system based on diagnosis –treatment combinations was
implemented that oblige the hospitals to offer a total cost for each treatment. The Ministry
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of Health established together with the hospitals, specialist physicians and insurers the
options for treatment and the costs related to each diagnostic. These costs include special
treatment and the usage of the medical equipment, and the indirect costs with education,
research and emergency treatment. This system was considered closer to the needs of the
medical needs of the patients but its implementation was a failure; consequently, a reform
of this mechanism is being prepared. In terms of the long-term treatment, the funding
mechanism changed in 2009 from the criterion of the number of beds available for the
patients to the criterion based on the complexity of the treatment offered.
In Bulgaria, the hospitals are funded especially following the criterion of casuistry. The
medium rate per case was established at an equivalent of € 189 in 2003 and was fixed
taking into consideration the cost with the medical activities, related services provided and
up to 2 examinations in the ambulatory offered after the discharge.
In France, until 2004, the state hospitals and those having a non-profit character were
funded following the criterion of the global budgets, and the private ones were oriented
towards profit based on a daily rate covering the hospitalization and a tariff for the
medical service. The financing is currently done after the criterion of casuistry each patient
being situated in one of the 2200 groups.
A last example is the Italian one where until 1978, the hospitals were funded after the
criterion of day-bed hospitalization which led to an increase in the number of beds and of
the hospitalization period without counter-weight on the efficiency of the medical act. The
funding system was subsequently replaced with one having a fixed budget and after the
reform from 1978, hospitals have become the financial responsibility of the local
authorities. As from 1995, the funding of the hospitals has been done following the
criterion of casuistry (with some exceptions:
emergency care, prevention diagrams,
transplant activity and the management of chronic diseases). Recent assessments of the
financing mechanism based on casuistry, showed in Italy that the system: (i) didn’t lead to
the increase of competition but to much attention in the planning and management of
budgets, (ii) promoted a tendency towards specialization of the private hospitals and (iii)
developed the information technology for the management of the corresponding
registrations of the activity from the hospitals.
3.2 Financial indicators of the healthcare systems from Europe
The level of healthcare expenses from an economy represents a decisive feature for its
level of development. The countries with advanced economies allocate important resources
for the financing of the healthcare sector, as a premise for the long-term sustainable
development.

Fig 10. Expenses with healthcare (% from GDP) – international comparison
Source: Eurostat, MIND Research &Rating
The share of expenses in GDP increased continually over the last decades in the European
Union. The average increased from 6.4% to 9.9% during the years 1980-2009. The
increase, although consistent in all the countries, easily increased the gap between the
group of newly entered countries in the EU (in 2004 or 2007) and the group of older
countries. Thus, in the first case, the share of expenses in GDP increased from 4.6% to
6.9% during the years 1990-2009, whereas in the second case the increase was from 7.5%
to 10.6%, during the same period of time.
In the emergent countries from Europe, in general, and in Romania, in particular, the
total level of expenses with healthcare, as a percentage from the gross domestic product
(GDP) is situated at a level much under the European average (Figure 10), according to
statistics centralized by Eurostat. Romania occupies the last place at this chapter, with a
level of 5.6% of the gross domestic product (GDP) allocated for health (2009)37. Over the
years 2003-2009 the increase of the total expenses with the healthcare in Romania was a
marginal one from 5.2% to 5.6%.
The financing of expenses in healthcare system is mainly achieved by the public sector and
additionally by the private sector38. The same situation can be found in Romania where the
funding of expenses in healthcare system in an overwhelming share by the public sector
(79% in 2009). When referring to the other countries of the European Union, we can notice
a higher participation of the private sector, namely 27% 39. In this context, the increase of
funding of healthcare expenses from private resources stands as a normality and a viable
solution to (partly) solve the existing structural issues.
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The value includes the commitment appropriation approved by UNSHIF but not doubled by budgetary credits, respectively the value of the
consumption, but not paid.
38

The services funded by the private sector generally have a voluntary character and are not always related directly to the insurance of
population’s health (plastic surgery, dentistry, medical optics, etc.)
39

In the states where the public sector holds a high share, the dropped values of the private sector in funding the health system
explained by a high degree of development of the public health sectors. (see the Case Study of Holland).
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11: Structure of expenses from healthcare system according to the funding
source–International comparisons (2009)
*Bulgaria 2008; Source: Eurostat, MIND Research & Rating
In most European countries the main funding source of the public expenses in the
healthcare system are the social insurances (Figure 12). In the northern countries and Spain
the healthcare sector is funded more from taxes from the local budget. In Romania, the
funding of the public healthcare sector is similar to the European one, however due to the
structural deficit between the incomes of the social health insurance system and the public
expenses with health transfers from the state budget are necessary in a higher proportion
than in other European countries.
As we already showed in subchapter 3.1, from the point of view of social health insurance
rates, Romania has the lowest levels of taxation from Europe. The level of consolidated
budgetary income in Romania is much more reduced comparing to the average of the
European Union, representing a major constraint in the capacity of the government to
finance correspondingly the public services. The level of the consolidated budgetary
income registered an average of 32.6% from the GDP in Romania between 2000-2009,
whereas the average EU-27 was 44.5% from the GDP in the same analysed period.
Consequently, the allocation of public resources in Romania for the funding of the health
public sector stands at a low level comparing to other countries from the European Union
(figure 14).

Taxes and fees

Social health insurances

Fig 12 Public expenses on health by the funding source (2009)
*Bulgaria 2008; Source: Eurostat, MIND Research & Rating

Fig 13: The income taxes related to social health insurances
Available data for the related taxes of the employer in Poland and Lithuania, Source:
European Commission , MIND Research & Rating
The public expenses on health in Romania stood for almost 11% of the total public expenses
(2009), ranking the bottom place on the list of the countries from the European Union being
followed by Bulgaria and Hungary ( in Bulgaria’s case, the private sector funds to a great
extent the health expenses, while in Hungary the share of expenses and public expenses in
GDP is much higher).
As it has been shown above, the funding of the health sector from resources of the private
sector stands for a low share in the funding of the majority of the European countries. If we
are to assess the private funding sources, we can notice that direct payments hold an
overwhelming share (figure 15). The main reasons for promoting the direct payments as an
important source of funding the expenses on health have been: (i) the decrease of the
population’s risk not to “overdo” the medical services that are not necessary (e.g.: Holland,

Bulgaria) and (ii) the lack of financial support of health systems in default of resources of
direct payments (e.g.: Italy).

Fig 14. Public expenses on health in total (%)
Source: Eurostat, MIND Research & Rating
In Romania, significant resources under the European average (figure 16) are allocated for the
primary health care services. Therefore, the expenses for medical care in ambulatory stands
only for 13.9% of the overall expenses on health comparing to the European average which
stands at 26% (2009). The expenses with the services provided by hospitals hold at the same
time a higher share in Romania (41.5% vs. 37% European average). The ambulatory health
care should be considered as the first filter and the entrance gate in the health system of
patients.
The share of expenses on drugs in the total of health expenses in Romania exceeds the average
of 20% from the European Union, we register comparable percentages with the other central
and east-European states (Hungary, Slovakia, Lithuania, Estonia, Poland). However, if we
analyse from the point of view of per capita consumption (figure 17), expressed in euro
related to the parity of buying power, Romania registers the lowest value from the entire
European Union, two thirds lower than Poland, Lithuania or Estonia (respectively Є 156
comparing to Є 235 - 255 PPS in 2009).
However, the comparisons with the European countries outline the fact that pharmaceutical
industry from Romania faces up to average terms of collection significantly longer than other
countries (figure 18). The official payment terms for subsidized drugs issued by retail
pharmacies are of 180 days, but, as a matter of fact, exceeded 300 days over 2011 40.
The weight of pharmaceutical expenses in the consumption basket of the population is mainly
influenced by the level of coverage of the health expenses by the state, by means of national
health insurance system, but is also influenced by other factors such as the general level of
development of economy or the health condition of the population. A higher coverage level by
the state should be associated, caeteris paribus, with a lower weight of the pharmaceutical
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In other European countries, for example Spain and Greece, there are major delays at the payment of drugs purchased by hospitals.

products in the household expenses. In Romania, however, the weight of household expenses
on pharmaceutical products in
HICP41 (Harmonised Index of Consumer Prices) basket is
twice as the European average, whereas the state contribution at the total of health expenses is
one of the highest (figure 19). The result may be explained by the difference between the
demand for medical services and the availability of public resources to fund them. However,
the population has to spend more from its pocket to cover the health needs taking into
consideration the constant underfunding and the inefficiency of the public health system over
the last 20 years.

Private insurance

Direct payments from population

Other sources

Fig 15. Structure of health expenses funded by the private sector
Source: Eurostat, MIND Research & Rating
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Harmonized Index of Consumer Prices (HICP) is a measurement method for inflation used by BCE. Pharmaceutical products hold a weight of
2.5% in the average consumption basket of population from Romania (2010).
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Fig 16. Structure of overall expenses on health according to suppliers of goods and services
(2009)
Source: Eurostat, MIND Research & Rating

Fig 17: Drugs consumption, PPS per capita (2009)
Source: Eurostat, MIND Research & Rating
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In Romania, the innovative drugs stand for 70% of the overall value of sales and only 25% of
the volume of drugs sold. On the other hand, the generic drugs stand for 30% from the total
market in terms of value and 75% in terms of volume. It has been stated in Romania that
generic drugs have a low penetration rate which leads the funding of the medical care sector
not to be a sustainable one. Nevertheless, the comparisons between European countries in terms
of market share of generic drugs suggest that Romania actually holds the biggest fifth market
share in terms of generic drugs, after Poland, Slovakia, Germany and Slovenia (figure 20).
The market share of generic drugs depends to a great extent on the access conditions on the
market for new drugs in each country. Low penetration rates of generic drugs are usually found
in countries where the price of innovative drugs is established by law at a very low level.
According to EFPIA Report 2010 42 on the pharmaceutical industry from Europe the market
share of generic drugs is significantly smaller in areas where the prices are kept under control in
comparison with those areas where there no restrictions
are
imposed.
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3.3 Case study – social healthcare insurance system from Holland43
According to OECD standards, Holland spends, currently, almost 9% of the GDP in healthcare
sector out of which 81.5% stands for public expense (in the mandatory health insurance
system)44.
The overall expense on health increased over the last decade almost 40% in real terms, on the
background of a restructuring and more productive process of the public and private health sector.
The first proposals to reform the system have been made in 1987; to implement them seemed
impossible at that time but gradually small steps were taken that were later considered the
background of the reform from 2006 45. The goal of the reform from 2006 was to introduce some
mechanisms on the market to get organizational efficiency and the control of costs. The current
system providing health services is made up of: (i) health insurance market, (ii) the market of
health services providers, (iii) the purchase market for health services. The social health insurance
system for Holland has three main components:
1. The basic health insurances totalling around 59% of the total of contributions, function on the
basis of two collection mechanisms. The insured persons pay insurance premiums to the private
insurers with which they concluded an agreement and the employers contribute to the Health
Insurance Fund (HIF) for the balance of insurers. The insurance contracts can be individual or
collective at the level of the employer or organization of the patients. The insurance premiums
paid by the beneficiaries are unitary on insurer and services. The discounts offered by the insurers
are limited to 10% to avoid risks in the portfolio. The disadvantaged social categories receive
from the state a periodical health allocation to pay the insurance premium.
2. Compulsory insurances for exceptional medical expenses -treatment -/ long-term care
(chronically ill, disabled people, psychiatry) -, that account for 41% of the total health insurance
contributions paid by the insured persons.
3. Complementary-voluntary health insurance covers the services that are not included in the first
two categories. Most of the private insurers offer voluntary health insurance together with the
compulsory health insurances; the insurers are free to establish the price of the voluntary health
premiums depending on the individual risk and to refuse certain beneficiaries.
In order to pay for the costs of medical services, the private insurers offer three options:
i. services in kind of the suppliers contracted reimbursed directly by the insurers –40% of the
employees;
ii. reimbursed services directly to the insured persons irrespective of the supplier (according to the
market price and the tariffs of non contracting providers) – 25% of the insured persons;
iii. combinations between the two options – 35% of the insured persons.
The incomes for the basic health insurances come from the insured persons by insurance
premiums and by FAS, through the contribution of the employers:
 the average price for a basic health insurance policy was € 1100 in 2008 (around 6% from the
reference net income of the population), and in 2009 varied between € 933 and € 1150;
 the contribution of the employers to FAS is 6.9% from the taxable income for the employees,
pensioners and beneficiaries of other rights of social insurances with a maximum threshold of €
2233 / year.
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The majority of data from this section and the references to Holland made in the report are taken from Health Systems in Transition, The
Netherlands: Health system review, The European Observatory on Health Systems and Policies, Vol. 12 No. 1 2010.
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The value doesn’t include the exceptional medical expenses.

The process of making decisions in the social health insurance system is characterized by consultation and consensus, the consultative bodies
playing a key role stipulated by laws and standards ( Medical Council, The Council for public health and medical services, the Social Health
Insurance Council).

The contributions are collected by the Fiscal Administration and are subsequently
transferred to FAS; from this point they will be allocated to the private insurers depending
on the risk specific to each portfolio of insured persons.
The allocation of funds by FAS to the private insurers shall be done taking into consideration
the characteristics of portfolio of the insured persons in relation to the total population
insured: (i)sex
and age, (ii) type of incomes (salaries, incomes from independent
activities, pensions, unemployment), (iii) geographic area – segmentation depending on the
level of incomes, predominance of diseases, mortality, etc.), (iv) the necessary drugs for
groups of chronically ill patients – 20 groups (up to € 20.000 per insured person), (v)
chronically ill patients that can be treated in hospitals – 13 groups of diagnostic (can exceed €
50.000 per insured person). The allocated sum by FAS to each insurer is calculated as a
difference between the estimated costs based on the pattern described above and the
estimated incomes from the collection of premiums, based on using a unique reference value
for the insurance policy. The most efficient insurers who succeed to get a surplus (incomes
>charges) can reduce the insurance premium. In the event of the initial costs exceeding the
initial expectations, there are a series of mechanisms ex-post counterbalance of the insurers
from FAS.
A form of co-payment has been implemented in the basic health insurance system aiming to
prevent turning to medical services that are not essential. This co-payment is paid by the
insured person to the insurer and applies for all the medical services reimbursed by the
insurer, except for the services related to the visits to the family physician, when giving
birth and dentistry (for people under 22 years). In 2009 the amount of co-payment was €150
annually. As from 2009, the insured persons can choose to give up the co-payment if:




they go to the providers of medical services suggested by the insurer;
use the drugs or medical devices preferred by the insurer;
take part in the programs for the prevention of diabetes, cardiovascular diseases or
respiratory diseases, depression and overweight.
Certain categories of chronically ill receive a compensation from the state for co-payment. The
insured persons who might estimate that they don’t need medical services, they might choose a
voluntary co-payment up to € 500 in exchange for a discount in the price of the insurance
policy.
In terms of hospitals46 the price of services is established based on a system of „combinations
diagnostic-treatment” (DBC), that includes almost 30.000 of different combinations that
can be included in two categories:




fixed prices as they have been set by the Health Authority of Holland;
negotiable prices between insurers and suppliers(around 34% of DBC). The capital costs of
hospitals are included in the price of services.
The DBC system is very complex and volatile which delays the contraction of suppliers of
medical services by the insurers. As from 2010, for example, a lot of effort has been put in
the reduction of the number of DBC combinations to 3.000 positions.
The budgets of hospitals are drawn based on the capacity and the medical specialization being
subsequently separated by the two components of DBC (i) fixed prices and (ii) negotiable
prices. At the end of the year the budget related to the component of fixed prices is regularized
by the Health Authority of Holland. The budget of the component for negotiable prices has no
budget limit.
The family physicians act as a first filter for the majority of patients being the first access
point in the healthcare system. The family physicians are paid according to per capita tariffs
and per services; the maximal tariffs for services are established at a national level through a
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Most of the 141 private hospitals are organized in a hybrid form, i.e. non‐profit corporations.

negotiation between the associations of family physicians, the insurers and the Ministry of
Health.
The specialist physicians are paid based on a hourly rate in DBC system (the hourly rate is
unique: €132,5 +/- €6, and the variable is the number of hours allocated for each treatment
as employees of a hospital. The hourly rate in the first case includes also the cost for medical
infrastructure and related costs to medical practice. Even if a maximum limit of the incomes
still exists, those limits have been exceeded in practice which indicates a deficiency in the
functioning of DBC system.
The pharmacists collect incomes from two sources: (i) The tax for the release of drugs
(max. €7,28 in 2009) and (ii) the reimbursement of the cost of drugs by the insurers. A
clawback tax shall be applied on the second category of income of around 6.82% (2009), but
this may vary in the event of a contract concluded with the insurer.
After the first years since the reform in healthcare system has been implemented, we can
conclude the following:









in the first years the private insurers set relatively low prices in terms of the insurance policies
to attract clients, which led to losses. Under these circumstances, it is expected the insurance
premiums to raise in the following years;
the mobility of patients was important in the first year (2006 +21%) and subsequently
dropped (<5%);
the protection of public interests (quality, access, costs) the competition between service
providers is regulated;
in the situation of the family physicians, after the introduction of the service tariff, the number of
consultation declared, and for which settlement has been asked, went up significantly ;
in the situation of hospitals, the funding system was modified so that money follows the patient;
two years after its implementation the DBC system was assessed and positive improvements
have been noticed to enhance the quality and the access to services but also in terms of costs
optimization. The providers of medical services are contacted by the insurers depending on the
quality of services offered although this doesn’t stand for a standard in the industry– 50% of the
private insurers didn’t provide any criteria in relation to the quality of services in the contracts
signed with the providers of medical services; the creation of multidisciplinary clinics or the
centres with specialized treatment has been encouraged, to offer services in ambulatory with
smaller costs than hospitals;
in general, the waiting lists were reduced by financial incentives contingent on the decrease of
the number of patients waiting;
the liberalization of the healthcare system led to the appearance of consolidation trends
namely, certain insurers purchased clinics, pharmacies and hospitals.

4. PROPOSALS FOR REFORMS OF THE HEALTHCARE SYSTEM IN ROMANIA
4.1 Options for the increase of public incomes on health
Over the last five years, the Unique National Social Health Insurance Fund (UNSHIF) provided
with resources totalling almost 3% of the GDP. Our estimates for 2012 stay at 3%. For 20122014, the fiscal/budgetary strategy anticipates a drop in the UNSHIF share in the GDP to 2.8%,
even if it is predicted an approach to the threshold of 20 billion lei.
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Fig 21. The estimated evolution of the total incomes of UNSHIF according to the fiscalbudgetary strategy 2012 - 2014
Source: MFP, MIND Research &Rating
The goals of the reforms from the healthcare system must target an improvement of quality and
access to services together with the enhancement of mechanisms for costs control. Therefore,
Romania needs more resources in the healthcare system especially in the social insurance sector.
The current situation - where 6.8 million taxpayers fund the charges with 19 million insured
persons- is not viable in the long run, especially if we take into consideration the population
ageing and to synchronize with the charges from the European Union countries.
Quality and access improvement assumes a relationship with more medical service providers, the
encouragement of competitively between them, a diversification of services, the usage of more
effective equipments, investments in fixed assets and higher wages for medical personnel.
However, all this can’t be achieved with the current incomes of UNSHIF.
We suggest in this chapter a series of proposals for the increase of public resources allocated to the
healthcare system, taking into consideration the national and European experience. To achieve
them much attention has been paid to the politic, economic, institutional and cultural framework
from Romania. They target incomes from insurance contributions, subsidies from the state budget
and also direct payments. We shall present for each case the estimated budgetary impact of the
proposals formulated.

UNSHIF incomes for 2012
The measures taken in 2010 and 2011 to increase the public incomes in the healthcare system
should have produced results in 2012. We point first of all to the modification of the tax base of
the incomes from pensions, to clawback tax and the taking over by NAFA of the collection of
health contributions for the incomes of self-employed persons and from independent activities.
The increase in the number of pensioners paying to UNSHIF led to incomes of 1.7 billion lei in
2011 comparing to 283 billion in 2010. We predict for 2012 1.9 millions lei, still the recent
decision of the Constitutional Court (see box 2) determines their reduction to almost 1 billion
lei.
As far as clawback tax is concerned we estimate 1.1 billion lei, that will constitute integral
income at UNSHIF47. The prognosis takes in consideration a total consumption of drugs of 6.8
billion lei in ambulatory as well as in hospitals. The value is inferior to that from the last year
2011; the president of NHIH announced only for the ambulatory a consumption of 6.58 billion
lei48 . Because of the uncertainty on incomes coming from the tax, the state budget didn’t predict
any sum for UNSHIF following that the incomes and charges to be quarterly adjusted depending
on achievements.

UNSHIF 2012 – approved budget as compared to its own estimates

Pensioners’ contributions
Employees’ contributions
Employees’ contributions ‐ total

Contributions from legal persons
Contributions from employers ‐ total

Clawback tax
Total income

Billion lei
State budget

Own estimate

Fig 22. Comparison between UNSHIF incomes approved for 2012 and own estimations
Source: NHIH, M.F.P., MIND Research & Rating
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The estimations are based on the NHIH communications related to the consumption of drugs from the fourth quarter of 2011 and the first quarter
of 2012. Cumulating them they get to 750 million lei.
The consumption registered is not divided on types of health care which leads us to question on its accuracy
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The material is related to the press conference from 21 march 2012, published on the webpage www.nhih.ro. It’s not obvious if this value includes
the invoices released in 2010, but accepted for payment at the end of 2011, totaling around 500 million lei.

In terms of the contributions for incomes from independent activities, the administration transfer
to NAFA will be a plus in the collection process; for NAFA that is keeping the evidence of all
the incomes earned by the physical persons no matter the source, it will be much easier to
establish payment obligations than it would have been for NHIH. Hence, compared to the 268
million lei collected in 2011 we estimate a rise of almost 25% to 330 million lei.
Last but not least, due to the rise by 8% of wages in the budgetary sector starting with the
middle of 2012, the incomes from the employees’ contributions and those of the employers
will rise compared to the values previously registered. Cumulated, the public sector contributes
with 26% to the incomes from health contributions of the employees and employers. In the
event that the actual wages rise by 8% from the 1st of July 2012, the positive impact will be of
125 million lei.
Cumulating the additional values from estimations and taking into consideration the subsidies
programmed it results that UNSHIF will benefit from additional resources of around 750 million
lei in 2012, compared to the budget approved by Law no. 293/2011 of the state budget on 2012
49
. Consequently, the charges will be raised, the expenses will be raised with the same sum; the
last thing to be done is to select the sector beneficiaries.
Incomes from social health insurances
As is has already been stated in chapter 3.1, Romania has one of the smallest contribution quotas
in terms of social health insurances from the European Union. The simple proposal under these
circumstances would be for example to bring back the quotas to the values from 2007,
respectively 6% the employers and 6.5% the insured persons. Nevertheless as taxes don’t raise
during the crisis we focused on other solutions.
From the point of view of occupancy, Romania’s population is structured in 4,4 million
employees 50, 5 million children, pupils and students, 5,6 million pensioners and around 4
million who don’t have officially an income: the unemployed, people working in agriculture or
under the table, beneficiaries of social security payment, people in medical leave or parental
leave, disabled people, crippled and war veterans.
Despite the raising of incomes estimated for 2012, on medium and long-term the healthcare
system’s resources are not enough to help achieve the goals related to the quality and access to
services. Hence, it is important to assess proposals that might bring additional incomes from the
health insurance contributions, which are most sustainable and sure sources of UNSHIF.
The improvement of the collection of contributions
Over the last 4 years, UNSHIF debts raised significantly from 3 billion lei in 2007, to over 6.5
billion lei, out of which two thirds on the economic operators and the rest on population 51. The
biggest debtors at UNSHIF are the state companies; thus, at the end of quarter 1 of 2011, the
overdue debts to the Fund represented 69% of the total, and the first 10 debtors 58% of the total.
We can’t assess the type of debts of UNSHIF. They are most likely to be recovered soon or
never if we take into consideration the difficult economic environment where we find
ourselves. The Romanian state has done over the past years many compensation operations
(swap) between its debts or of the companies owned towards suppliers and their debts to the
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If the incomes from pensions had stayed at the level estimate, the total increase would have exceeded 1.6 billion lei.
Out of which 1.2 million in the public sector.
In fact, the debts on population come from the economic operators who didn’t pay the related contributions.

public budgets 52. This kind of operations is likely to continue on the future cutting the debt
stock of UNSHIF.
The improvement of the collection of contributions and the reduction of the under the table
economy are desirable goals but NAFA’s administrative capacity can’t cope with all the similar
structures from the European Union. We are therefore skeptical in terms of the significant impact
on the actions that have been taken.
The health contributions of the self-employed and of those with incomes from independent
activities
Presently, the level of the contributions of the self-employed and of those with incomes from independent
activities is of 5.5%. These persons do not pay the 5.2% rate set for employees, which is unjust and
encourages certain forms of tax evasion. Thus, many companies avoid hiring personnel and prefer to
establish contractual relationships with self-employed or prefer legal agreements for services, saving in
this way the contribution owed by the employer to the UNSHIF (Unique National Social Health
Insurance Fund).
In many European countries53 there is no difference between the obligations of the contributors to the
health insurance fund. Therefore, a possible proposal regarding the raise of the incomes of the UNSHIF
would be to apply, additionally, the 5.2% contribution on the income of the self-employed and of those
with incomes from independent activities.
In 2011, the incomes from these sources were collected by NHIH (National Health Insurance House)
summing up 268 million lei, from the 5.5% contributions. Starting with 2012 they are administrated by
NAFA (National Agency for Fiscal Administration) which will be able to better correlate them with the
declared taxable incomes, having a positive effect on the calculation of the payment obligations and,
implicitly, on the collection itself.
The extension to 10.7% of the health insurance contribution of the self-employed and of those with incomes
from independent activities would lead to an increase in the income with 300 million per year, resulting in a
total income of approximately 650 million lei per year, 2.3 higher than in 2011.

Realised incomes – 5.5%
contribution
Estimated incomes –
5.2% contribution
Total Income

Year 2011 (million
lei)

After the equalisation and the
taking over by NAFA (million
lei)

268

300 - 330

n.c.

280 – 310

268

580 – 640

Tab 2. Impact of the extension to 10.7% of the health contributions of the self-employed and of
those with incomes from independent activities
Source: MIND Research & Rating
The extension of the taxation of incomes from pensions
In 2012, the state social insurance budget will pay 5.6 million pensions, representing 47 billion lei.
Presently, for all the pensions exceeding 740 lei, the health contribution is of 5.5% applied to the total value
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An example of the G.D. no. 1086/2011, whereby 300 million lei were transferred to the operators of thermal energy, who paied debts to suupliers
who had in their turn debts at the public budgets. They paied the debt in equivalent sums as those cpllected from the operators of thermal energy.
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For instance Slovakia, Slovenia and the Czech Republic.

of the pension. The incomes of UNSHIF in 2011 exceeded 1.7 billion lei, a welcome increase, almost 6
times higher than in 201054
The number of pensioners contributing to UNSHIF is of 2.4 million, meaning 42% of the total number of
contributors. Taking into account the fact that the pensioners are also the ones benefitting most frequently
from medical services, we analyse the possibility of extending the health contributions to a larger number of
incomes from pensions. The proposal is also complying with the objective regarding the increase of the
sustainability of UNSHIF by increasing the number of contributors.
Number of pensions on income intervals and the 5.5% contribution to
UNSHIF

Number of pensions (thousand persons)

Value of the health insurance contribution – 5.5% (thousand lei)

.
Fig 23. The budgetary impact of the extension of the health contributions to the pensions below 740
lei
Source: CNPP, MIND Research & Rating
Incomes to UNSHIF
Healthcare contributions from
pensions exceeding 740 lei
calculated to the full income
Healthcare contributions from
pensions between 500 and
740 lei calculated to the full
income
Healthcare contributions from
pensions below 500 lei calculated
to the full income

Number
contributors

2011: 1.7 billion lei
2012 (est.): 1.9 billion
lei

2.35 billion persons

2012 (est.):
million lei

476

1.17 million persons

2012 (est.):
million lei

330

of

2 million persons

Tab 3. The impact of extending the health insurance contributions to the pensions below 740 lei
Source: MIND Research & Rating
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Starting with the 1st of January 2011, the contribution is calculated taking into account the full income from the pension; before 2010, the tax base was only the amount
exceeding 1,000 de lei.

Table no. 4 shows that the extension of the tax base to the pensions below 500 lei would increase the number
of contributors with 1.17 million persons and would increase the income with 470 million lei. According to a
different theory, if the 2 million pensioners with pensions below 500 lei per month contributed to the
healthcare system, other 330 million lei would go to UNSHIF.
The recent decision of the Constitutional Court (see textbox 2) obstructs any attempt to extend the healthcare
contributions from pensions using the present calculation system. Even so, the figures in Table 3 still remain
referential for a different (constitutional) solution available for the Government. This solution refers to the
equal taxation of all pensions, regardless their value, but in the same time the full compensation through social
aid provided by the Labour Ministry, of the contribution of those persons who, following the withholding,
would have a net income below 740 lei (or, for a lighter burden on the state budget, 500 lei). A different
system could consider the differential compensation of the healthcare contribution, according to the ceilings of
monthly income, resembling to the heating aid. A similar aid is functional

Box 2. The budgetary impact of declaring as unconstitutional the full taxation of the
pensions exceeding 740 lei
By the Decisions no. 223, 224 and 319 from 2011, the Romanian Constitutional Court
declared as unconstitutional
the interpretation of art. 259 paragraph (2) of Law no. 95/2006 regarding the reform in the
healthcare system, referring to the healthcare contribution withholding reported to the full value
of the pensions exceeding 740 lei. Thus, the Court established that the only taxation base
obeying the constitutional principles is the amount exceeding the value of 740 lei, the latter
being considered as a deduction. The decision was justified by the lack of reasonableness and
equity of the taxation of the pensions exceeding 740 lei to their full value, and the full tax
release for those below this limit. As far as the deductions are concerned, the Court also
mentioned that the lawmaker has the liberty to establish or not such releases. Thus, the
compliance with the equity principle would imply that a deduction, once set by the lawmaker,
should apply to all pensions, regardless their value.
Finally, the Court also indicated that the decisions will only produce effects in the future,
except the cases pending before the court of law at the moment of the publication of the
decision, without binding the state to return the amount collected following the application of
the healthcare contribution to the full value of the pensions exceeding 740 lei.
However, the Government invested on the 7th of May 2012 made a public statement declaring
that they will give back the pensioners the amounts unduly deducted following the forced
interpretation of art. 259 paragraph (2), but also the reimbursement seems to be somewhat
unconstitutional, taking into account that the Constitutional Court never imposed such a
measure. It could be construed as an increase of the pensions of a certain category of
pensioners – those with pensions exceeding 740 lei, which is, again, unrighteous in rapport to
the other pensioners.
During 2011, the total healthcare contributions from pensions rose to an amount of 1.7 billion
lei, and during the first trimester of 2012 to about 500 million lei. Thus, the amount
representing the exception of unconstitutionality for the 16 months of application and which
could be reimbursed by the Government from the state budget is of 1.5 billion lei, meaning 2
thirds of all that has been collected in the same period of time.
Yet, for 2012, the Fiscal Code – through art. 296 3 letter f) point 4 and 5 and art. 296 9 – at

paragraph (1) clearly specifies that: „in the case of the persons with incomes from pensions
exceeding 740 lei..., the monthly calculation base of the social health insurance contribution
owed to the Unique National Social Health Insurance Fund is the full income, provided that the
net pension is not below 740 lei”. As a result, although art. 259 paragraph (2) of the healthcare
law is unconstitutional when construed in a broad sense, as given above, the provision in the
Fiscal Code, differently formulated and lacking ambiguity with respect to the interpretation,
was not declared as unconstitutional and should be applied by the county or sectorial pensions
houses, at least until it is amended.
Nevertheless, the National Public Pensions House announced, following the publication, on the
18th of April, of the Decision of the Constitutional Court, that they will calculate the healthcare
deductions only for the amount exceeding 740 lei. As a result, if this calculation formula is
maintained, for the other 8 months of 2012, we estimate that the amounts collected by
UNSHIF will decrease from 1.35 billion lei, to 375 million lei, with 70% less.
in Holland, being applied not only to the pensioners, but to all persons who have incomes lower than a limit
established at national level55. Thus, the financial balance of the families with small pensions wouldn’t be
affected and UNSHIF would have a significant increase in predictable incomes. On the other hand, this
would determine an increase in the number of contributors to the social healthcare insurance system, to up to
10 million persons.
The budgetary impact of such a measure would consist in an annual supplement of incomes from health
insurances to UNSHIF, of 800 million lei collected from the 3.15 million pensioners from the state insurance
system and from farmers with pensions below 740 lei, amount which is added to the 1.9 billion lei collected
from the bigger pensions.
In return, the state budget should compensate, through social aid, a consistent part of the contributions paid.
This is not something new: the state budget subsidises UNSHIF with amounts rising to several billion lei
annually, and for 2012, 920 million lei has already been budgeted for the compensation of the health
insurance of the pensioners with incomes below 740 lei.
The fast solution to solve the problem regarding the constitutionality of the healthcare contribution from
pensions, according to the proposals presented herein, is immediately necessary; otherwise this would lead to
a deficit of about 1 billion lei for UNSHIF only for 2012. We are aware that the social effects of such a
measure are important and that its implementation is hard to be taken into account during an electoral year like
2012. Nevertheless, the taxation of the pensions will balance the rapport between the contributors and noncontributors and will increase the predictability of the incomes to UNSHIF.
The increase in healthcare contributions following the economic growth
One of the well-known rules, yet frequently disobeyed, in managing periods of economic crisis consists in
not raising taxes, in order not to discourage consumption.
Nevertheless, we cannot ignore the fact that in Romania the rate of the health insurance contributions is one of
the lowest in Europe, respectively of 10.7%. In the period 2009-2011, the low incomes from health insurances
caused major financial problems to UNSHIF and forced the state budget to grant subventions of more than 5
billion lei in order to cover the deficit. If the contributions had remained at the level in 2007, of 12.5%, the
incomes to UNSHIF would have been – caeteris paribus – 7 billion lei bigger between 2009 and 2011,
cancelling the need of intervention of the state budget.
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In Holland, the aid is meant to compensate for the insurance, it is applied differentially on income instalments and is provided for families or single persons. In 2006, a
third of the insured population benefited from support for the health insurance, between € 24 and € 1,155 each year. In 2009, the maximum limit of the income per family
for which the support was provided was of € 32,502 per year, and the maximum value to be paid was of € 1,461 per family per year.

Romania registered economic growth in 2011, with 2.5%, but the previsions for 2012 are lower, of 1.7%.
We could hope for a sustainable growth starting with 2013-2014, when the growth is estimated to 3% per
year. That would be the moment to adjust the rates of health contributions, first to 12%, then even to 13%.
A rate of 12% in 2013 would generate extra-incomes of 2 billion lei, and a rate of 13% in 2014 would
generate 4 billion lei in excess of the income estimated by the Fiscal-budgetary Strategy 2012-2014 for
the respective years56

10.7% rate

2012 (billion lei)
15.7(personal
estimation)

12% rate

2013 (billion lei)
16.9 (cf. SFB 1214)
18.9(personal
estimation)

2014 (billion lei)
18,3 (cf. SFB 1214)

22.3(personal
estimation)
Tab 3. The budgetary impact of the increase in the quantum of the social health insurance
contributions
Source: MIND Research & Rating
13% rate

In order to diminish the impact on the contributors, a handy solution for the Government would be to
establish new minimum and maximum income ceilings on the basis of which to apply the contribution
rate for the employers and employees57 Such a measure would encourage both the formality of certain
low-paid, presently black-market jobs, and also the increase of the wages in the upper intervals, with a
positive impact on consumption.
Fiscal incomes from other sources
In addition to the income from social health insurances, the public healthcare system also benefits from
incomes from excise taxes on tobacco and alcohol („the vice tax”) and from the revenue taxes on the
marketing of medicaments applied to the producers, importers and owners of marketing authorisations, for
which UNSHIF covers the exchange value, partially or in full (the „clawback tax” – see box 2).
In 2011, the vice tax generated incomes of 1.2 billion lei to the budget of the Health Ministry. It represents
an excise applied to tobacco, alcohol and also to the publicity for tobacco and alcohol. Because they depend
on the consumption, the incomes from the vice tax is likely to rise to up to 1.4 billion lei in the next few
years.
Taking into account that the level of the excises is already high58, we consider their short-term increase to be
unlikely. En exchange, the Government could consider the application of a similar excise on the sale of beer.
Presently, the level of the excise established by the Fiscal Code is of € 0.748 /hl/1 Plato degree. In case the
„vice tax” would be extended to beer too,
with € 0.15 /hl/1 Plato degree, the extra-income to the budget of the Health Ministry would be of 150 million
lei per year.
As far as the „clawback tax” is concerned, the incomes depend on two variables: (i) the consumption of
subsidised drugs including in hospitals and (ii) the level of reference set for the sale of drugs. Practically, the
clawback tax transfers to UNSHIF the entire value of the consumption exceeding the trimestrial reference
56
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Respectively 0.3% and 0.6% of the GDP.
Following the example of Germany, Holland (see chapter 3.2)

– for tobacco: €10 /1,000 cigarettes;
‐ for tobacco destined for smoking: € 13 /kg;
‐ for alcohol, other than beer, wine, fermentation‐based beverages, other than beer, win, intermediary products: €200 /hl of pure alcohol or € 2 /each litre of pure alcohol.
‐ for publicity made for tobacco and alcohol‐based products: 12% of the income they generated. As far as tobacco and alcohol are concerned, the levels of the vice tax are
supplementary to the ones already set in the Fiscal Code.

level, presently set for 1.425 billion lei. Most likely, the consumption of drugs for which the tax is applied in
the present is somewhere around the value of 6.5 billion lei – 6.8 billion lei. If the sale reference level is
maintained at € 5.7 billion in the next years, the „clawback tax” will contribute to the UNSHIF budget with
800 to 1,100 million lei each year.
Even in Romania there are opinions which support the establishment of a „tax” on food and drinks with
potential negative effect on health, in order to improve the health of the population and thus to reduce the need
of medical services. The examples given are those of Denmark and Hungary. Indeed, Denmark has been
levying excises since 1940-1960 on certain types of food – ice-cream, chocolate-based products, soft drinks,
and since 2011 on products containing saturated fats. Thus, the income raised is not allocated for charges in
the healthcare system, but are included in the state budget and the positive effects of these excises on health
have not been proved. On the contrary, the obesity rate continued to rise, and also the consumption of soft
drinks59. Hungary levied, starting with 2011, excises on sweets, soft drinks, salty snacks and condiments, but
neither in this case the incomes are directed towards health, but are used to reduce the budgetary deficit. The
positive effects of the taxes on food on the behaviour of the consumer have not been proved and depend on
the substantial rise of the prices. But in this case, the ones who are most affected are the families with low
incomes – for which any increase in prices represents significant financial constraints – and the food industry
which would register a decrease in activity. On the other hand, even the European commissioner for taxation,
Algirdas Šemeta, referring to the excise in Hungary, said that „the influence of taxation on the amount of
consumption of the taxed good depends on the extent to which the overall price level varies after the
introduction of taxation, the price elasticity and the disposable income of consumers”60. The European official
concluded that „it cannot be generally stated that ‘exceptional taxation’ is an effective mean to changing
people’s dietary habits”. Taking all these into account, we do not recommend the food excises as an additional
source of income to UNSHIF.
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The National Association for Soft Drinks, “The food tax – a solution for the good health of the consumers?” Bucharest, 2012.

The answer given to Diogo Feio, member of the European Parliament (EPP) on the 27th of July 2011, available at:
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getAllAnswers.do?reference=E‐2011‐007426&language=EN

Box 3. The characteristics of the clawback tax
An inequitable instrument which discourages the development of the pharmaceutical
industry in Romania
The clawback tax was introduced in 2009, as an additional tax on the value of the sale of
subsidized drugs, applied to the producers and importers. Inspired from the example given by
other European countries, like France, the tax was desired to be an instrument of control of the
drugs offer in a certain period of time – the year 2009 – when the consumption was
increasing, while the incomes of the UNSHIF were decreasing. Also, it was considered an
additional source of income to the system, from the producers and importers of medicaments,
whose profits were considered to be inappropriate for an economic crisis period. Because it
was misconceived, revenues were collected only in 2011, and they only brought 245 million
lei to the budget of the Health Ministry.
At the end of 2011, the architecture of the clawback tax was changed by law, first in
September – with applicability starting with the 4th trimester, and then in December with
applicability starting with the 1st trimester of 2012.
The present calculation formula of the tax guarantees the reimbursement to the budget of
UNSHIF of the value of the trimestral consumption of drugs (subsidized, provided through
the dialysis centres and those used in hospitals) exceeding a pre-established reference value of
1.425 billion lei. The burden is distributed on the tax payers according to the market rate and
the increase in sales as compared to the reference value set for 2011.
Despite the objectives of the clawback tax, its present regulation is inequitable to the drugs
producers and importers from various reasons:
 it assigns the responsibility for increase in drugs consumption exclusively on the
pharmaceutical industry, when, in fact, the service providers are also responsible, as a
result of the lack of mechanisms for controlling the prescriptions;
 the tax is applied to the final value of the drugs released for consumption, which
includes the VAT and the trade margins of the distributors and pharmacists, and the
fiscal subjects are the producers and the importers, though their revenues are not equal
to the taxation value. Therefore, the percentage bore by the latter is significantly
higher than the one resulting from the formula of the tax, causing inequity;
 the tax affects disproportionately the profitability of the producers and importers with
a significant portfolio on the lists of subsidized drugs;
 with regard to the consumption of medicaments within hospitals, it does not make the
difference between the ones donated and the ones procured, applying taxes also on the
value of the first ones mentioned.
 the reference value is not a realistic one, being far below the values recorded in 2010
and 2011, and the trimestral consumption established by NHIH is calculated in a
untransparent manner and is not verified with the pharmaceutical industry. In addition
to this, there is no adjustment mechanism and the present level was established in an
arbitrary, untransparent way and without any consultation of the representative
organisms in the field. Thus, the clawback tax unrighteous becomes an instrument to
cover the deficiencies of UNSHIF caused by the low level of the health social
contribution rates.
In conclusion, the tax (unintentionally) leads to the degradation of the business environment
in Romania, discouraging the direct foreign investments in local production facilities. Due to

the fact that the pharmaceutical industry has a major potential when it comes to expenditures
in research, the tax can also endanger the national objective of achieving a level of 1% of the
GDP for private expenditures for research and development.

The subsidies from the state budget
The legislation in the healthcare field sets a series of categories of beneficiaries for the basic package of
medical services who are exempted from the payment of the compulsory insurance. Numerically
speaking, the most important categories exempted from contributing are:









the children, the pupils and the students;
the pensioners with incomes below 740 lei per month;
the unemployed;
the beneficiaries of social aid;
the disabled without income from labour;
the persons temporarily incapable to work;
the persons in parental leave for raising a child;
the persons serving a sentence with deprivation of freedom or who are in detention under remand.
The state budget and the social insurance budget should cover the value of the exemptions mentioned above.
Notwithstanding, until 2012 the most important such transfers in compensation – the one referring to the
pensioners and the one referring to the children, pupils and students – were not made as a result of the lack of
proper legal provisions61. In 2012, 920 million lei were included in the budget for health insurances for the
pensioners who do not contribute to UNSHIF, without presenting any calculation methodology.
As far as the children, pupils and students are concerned, we suggest the Government to analyse the Dutch
healthcare system where the state budget annually compensates for the health insurance fund with an
amount afferent to the contribution of the persons aged under 18; in 2009 this amount was of about € 2
billion. In Romania, as the state budget transfers anyway significant amounts of money to cover the
UNSHIF deficits, such a mechanism could also be created, which, in addition, would encourage the children
to attend school and high-school. Thus, in exchange for renouncing to the transfers to cover the UNSHIF
deficits, the state budget could compensate for the health insurance for the children registered to and
attending the compulsory education forms62, for the students attending high-school and for the students
attending university courses.
Contribution – number of months
The rate of the contribution to UNSHIF
Minimum national wage (2012)
Number of pupils and students in the
compulsory education levels - 2010
(thousand)
Number of students in high-schools /
vocational schools - 2010 (thousand)
Number of University students - 2010
(thousand)
Amounts for the pupils and students in
the compulsory education levels

61
62

Summed up, the other transfers reached a total of only 160 million lei in 2011
st

The primary and secondary education levels (from the 1 grade until high‐school)

12
5.5%
700
2,010
506
673
1,021

(thousand lei)
Amounts for the students attending highschool / vocational school (thousand lei)
Amounts for university students
(thousand lei)
Total of transfers for compensation
(thousand lei)

234
311
1,566

Tab 4. Impact of the compensation of the health insurance for pupils and students
Source: MIND Research & Rating
The calculation mechanism we propose compensates for the 5.5% contribution, calculated to the level of
the national minimum wage, for the pupils attending the compulsory educational forms, for the students
attending high-schools or vocational schools and for students attending universities. The necessary
amounts rise to 1.56 billion lei, for 2012, taking into consideration the minimum wage of 700 lei per
month and a potential number of 2.7 million pupils and students from schools and high-schools, and 670
thousand students from universities.
Summed up, the transfers from the state budget to UNSHIF for the categories exempted from the
payment of the health insurance (pupils, students, pensioners etc.) would rise to about 2.5 billion lei per
year, amount comparable to the subventions in 2011, but lower than those in 2010.
Under these conditions, there would be no need for transfers to cover the deficit of the UNSHIF, because
the largest part of the 19 million insured persons would contribute – directly, through paid contributions,
or indirectly, through the state budget – to the financing of the medical services63
Besides ensuring predictable resources for UNSHIF, the proposed mechanisms also ensure transparency
to the entire budgetary process, calculating the costs for each category of persons exempted from the
health contribution.
Non-fiscal revenues
The co-payment is an instrument necessary in order to temper the appetite of the Romanians for
healthcare services and their re-orientation towards primary care. Nevertheless, Law no. 220/201164
which approves the rules of the co-payment, makes it not only impossible to implement, but also useless.
The maximum ceiling of the co-payment is set to the 12th part of the net annual revenues, as if each
physician or hospital would have access to the information regarding each person’s revenues. In addition
to this, exemptions are set for the categories of patients requiring most frequently medical care65
Moreover, the level and the medical services corresponding to the co-payment are not specified, allowing
the framework agreement to establish them. Until now, no such rules have been established within the
framework agreement.
In the initial form given by the Government in 2010, involving a maximum ceiling of the co-payment of
60 lei per year, the estimations regarding the supplementary revenues of the suppliers was of about 200
million lei. Eventually, the final value will depend on the services included and on their quantum,
according to the medical care provided (primary or hospital care services). According to our estimations,
the maximum potential of the net revenues from co-payment at the level of the healthcare system is of
about 400 million lei. The amount is not too significant, but the main effect of the co-payment must be the
rational access to the medical care services.
One of the main causes of the inefficiency of the public suppliers of medical care services and of the
63
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Exempted from contribution would be a number of 1.5 million children aged before 6, inclusively
Law no. 220/2011 for the modification and completion of Law no. 95/2006 regarding the reform in the healthcare field

The children, the pupils and the students and also the pensioners with incomes below 740 lei per month and the patients with chronic diseases who are beneficiaries of
the national health programs. In addition, the co‐payment wouldn’t be applied in cases of hospitalisation through the Emergency Units.

unsatisfaction of the patients regarding the quality of these services consists in the practice and the
quantum of the informal payments. According to the functional analysis of the healthcare sector made by
the World Bank in 201166, over 60% of the patients in hospitals resort to informal payments.
The attempts to fight this phenomenon – by means of rules established in the framework agreement –
failed one by one. As a new initiative, we propose the launch of an official webpage where patients who
resorted to informal payments can publish – anonymously, if they wish – information about the medical
staff who benefited from such payments and the amount of money they paid to them; concomitantly, the
Health Ministry should implement a wide public campaign explaining to the patients the reasons of
levying the co-payment and to fight against the informal payments67. By providing total transparency it is
possible that, gradually, both the patients and the medical staff, could be discouraged, and the informal
payments could be diminished at the level of the healthcare system.
The balance of the proposals for increasing the public income to the healthcare system
The budgetary impact of all proposals for the increase in the public income to the healthcare system is of
about 7.3 billion lei, representing 1% of the GDP estimated for 2014 (see table 7). The largest part comes
from the increase in the contributions to the health insurance system to 13% and from the taxation of the
full value of all pensions. On the other hand, an important proposition is the one regarding the
compensation of the free health insurance for pupils and students by annual transfers from the state
budget, of 1.5 billion lei. It is true that the state budget allotted subventions for covering the deficit of
UNSHIF in the last few years, but they were unpredictable and their quantification was not transparent.
That is why we propose abandoning this type of subsidies and replacing them with compensations for the
free health insurances established by the law. In this way, the incomes of UNSHIF would be predictable
and the charges could be planned at a multi-annual level and within the limits of its resources.
We are aware that these measures are difficult to apply from the political and social point of view, but
they are necessary in order to put in line the public financing of health in Romania with the practices in the
European Union. The increase in quality and in access to the medical services cannot be financed only by
the economy made through the rationalisation of the present expenditures (see subchapter 2.3).
The budgetary impact of the new measures proposed or already implemented by the Government in order
to increase the income to UNSHIF in 2012 and afterwards, as compared to 2011, rise to a total amount of
1.535 billion lei. Nevertheless, if we take into account the decrease of 100 million lei in the total
subventions to UNSHIF68, the predictable decrease in income from the contributions of the pensioners
and the delay in implementing the co-payment, the net growth of the incomes in 2012, as compared to the
previous year, will be of approximately 750 million lei. Under these circumstances, in 2013, UNSHIF
will not have sufficient resources to comply with the provisions of the Directive 7/2011 of the Council of
the European Union and the European Parliament on combating late payment in commercial
transactions69 (see subchapter 4.3). For this reason, we consider that the implementation of at least some
of the above-mentioned proposals for income growth is imperatively necessary (see Tab. 7).
Measures for increasing the income to
UNSHIF and the Ministry of Health,
proposed in the report
Contributions for health of 10.7% applied to the
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Annual estimated amount
(million lei)
300

The World Bank. Europe and Central Asia, Romania – functional analysis. The health sector, Bucharest, 2011
On the other hand, the co‐payment can also be presented as a substitute for informal payments
Including the ones established for the compensation of the health insurances of the persons with incomes below 740 lei.
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The Directive urges the Member states to reduce the period for the reimbursement of medical services and medicaments to 60 days, plus 30 days for approval. In
Romania, the reimbursement period for drugs, with or without the personal contribution, is of 180 days (plus 30 days for verifications), and those from the national health
programs of 90 days (plus 30 days for verifications).

incomes of the self-employed and of those with
incomes from independent activities
Contributions for health from the taxation of all
2000
pensions70
Health insurance rate of 12% (starting with
2013, as compared to the amount provisioned in
2000
the Fiscal-Budgetary Strategy for 2012-2014)
Health insurance rate of 13% (starting with
2014, as compared to the amount provisioned in
2000
the Fiscal-Budgetary Strategy for 2012-2014
and the 12% rate)
The application of the vice tax on beer
150
The compensation of the health insurances for
pupils and students (as compared to the
900
subventions for covering the deficits of
UNSHIF, estimated for 2013 by the FiscalBudgetary Strategy 2012 - 2014)
TOTAL
7,350
Tab 5. The budgetary impact of the proposals for increasing the income to the health system
Source: MIND Research & Rating
Measures promoted by the Government for
Annual estimated amount
increasing the income of UNSHIF
(million lei)
Implementation of the co-payment
250
Clawback tax
1,100
The taking-over by the NAFA of the
administration of the health contributions from the
60
self-employed and those with incomes from
independent activities (compared to year 2011)
8% increase in the wages in the budgetary system
125
Total
1,535
Realistic Total
750
Tab 6. The Budgetary impact of the measures promoted by the Government for the increase in the
income of UNSHIF
Source: MIND Research & Rating
4.2 The private health insurances
Beside the financial aspects related to the healthcare system, we consider that the re-shaping of the
relations between the financing bodies, the service suppliers and the patients is a matter of major
importance. Acknowledging that the present legislative and institutional framework – where the main
actors belong to the public sector – can no longer lead to significant progress with respect to the quality
and attention provided to the patients, within this chapter we analyse the reform proposals by which the
private sector can get a significant role in the Romanian healthcare system.
The weight of the official private charges within the Romanian healthcare system is below the European
average, representing about a fifth of the total, out of which the expenses with the optional health
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The amount is calculated as a difference between the potential incomes and the estimated incomes by applying the calculation method indicated by the Constitutional
Court.

insurances are in an insignificant proportion; most of them represent direct payments (for drugs, medical
devices, the services provided by the private suppliers within the primary or secondary healthcare).
The participation of the private sector in the health insurances market is necessary for several reasons: (i) it
would provide additional income to the system, for covering certain services beside the basic package, (ii)
it would force the private and public suppliers to comply with superior quality standards and (iii) it could
lead to a decrease in the prices of the medical services.
The private health insurances can be of two types: insurances for the basic medical services package and
optional insurances, for other services not included in the basic package.
Having in view the incipient stage of the private insurances market, we recommend the encouragement of
the optional insurances – in a primary phase, which could last 2 or 3 years and, subsequently, the shift to
private insurances for the basic medical services. This step-by-step process does not take into account only
the administrative capacity of the insurance companies, but also the needed changes in mentality of the
providers and the insured. In addition to this, it is necessary that the reforms started in 2010 continue to
move forward, before passing to a new phase of development of the Romanian healthcare system.
Before analysing in detail the two types of private insurances, we draw the attention to the fact that they
must be regulated to a more comprehensive extent than they are in the present71. At the same time,
measures to stimulate the optional private insurances are needed, consisting in fiscal deductions and
information campaigns. This is why, regardless the option of the Government concerning the
establishment of the stages of introducing the private insurances, the first step should be the elaboration –
by the Ministry of Health – of an implementation strategy establishing the objectives, analysing all the
important aspects of the matter and providing solutions and also the needed resources.
The optional private health insurances
In the other states of the European Union, the expenditures related to the optional private health insurances
vary between 0.02% of the GDP (the Czech Republic, Estonia, Sweden) and over 1% of the GDP
(Germany, France, Slovenia), with an average of 0.4% of the GDP (Belgium, Spain, Holland). In
Romania, in 2009, according to Eurostat, this type of charges represented 0.01% of the GDP.
There are different causes of the non-development of the optional private health insurances: the basic
health services package is too comprehensive, the regulations are poor, the background of the optional
private health insurances scarcely exists, the insurance companies didn’t provide attractive offers, there are
no fiscal incentives, neither for the population, nor for the insuring companies.
The optional insurances should only be contracted for services not included in the basic medical services
package in order to avoid the shift of the rich contributors from the social insurance system to the private
insurance system. Once the „negative list” of the medical services not included in the basic package is
elaborated, the optional insurances will have a clear market and the insuring companies will be able to
draw up policies for the different categories of patients and also organise dissemination campaigns.
A necessary precaution regarding the optional health insurances consists in the exclusion of the possibility
to insure the services which are subject to co-payment. The role of the latter is not only to generate
supplementary income to the system, but also to discourage the irrational use of the medical services.
Thus, in case the co-payment is paid by the insurance companies, the patients will not be stimulated to
change their behaviour.
An important aspect to be established in order to encourage the optional private health insurances consists
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In the Law 95/2006 there are only 15 articles regarding the optional health insurances, and none in the framework contract for 2011 and 2012.

in the possibility of the deduction of the insurance premiums covered through the taxable income of the
insured. This requires the modification of the Fiscal Code and must be approved immediately after the
publication, by the Ministry of Health, of the „negative list” of medical services, probably during this year.
If all these conditions are fulfilled, the optional health insurances can register a significant development in
2013.
Private insurances for the basic services package
Opening the market of social health insurances for the private insurance companies represents a thorough
reform of the system, causing major effects on the financing, contracting and supplying of services, and
also with major effects on the activity of the suppliers and on the financing body – supplier – patient
relations.
Our recommendation is that the private insurances for the basic package be approved after the
generalisation of the optional ones, meaning starting with 2015, but anyhow, under no circumstances,
before the basic package of medical services is re-defined. Until then, the regulations and the necessary
public and private institutional framework must be thoroughly prepared, based on the experience of the
European countries with similar systems, as Holland and the Czech Republic. It should be underlined that
the regulation of the healthcare system is much more complex in the case of the private insurances, as it
must analyse the dynamics of a market involving many competitors seeking profit. Among the most
important aspects to be considered in creating the basis of the compulsory private insurances, we urge the
Government to consider the following:
Tab 7. Problems to regulate when implementing the private compulsory health insurances.
Source: MIND Research & Rating

Requirements for
insurers’ licensing

How are contributions
paid?

Clear rules are needed for the initial licensing, and also
for its annual / periodical renewal, allowing access only
to those who can prove that they have acquired quality
services, that they have a good financial situation and that
they have used the allotted resources wisely.
The first option – that of maintaining the actual quota for
contributions, of their collection by NAFA and the
distribution of the related income to the insurers – has
already been presented in the law project that was
debated at the beginning of the year 2012 and then
redrawn. The second option involves the maintaining of
the employers’ contribution as a direct income of
UNSHIF and the transformation of the insured person’s
contribution into insurance premium, regulated, but
partially negotiable with the insurer. The income from
the employer’s quota could be used by NHIH for the
equilibration of insurers, depending on the clients’ risk
profile, and for covering the unexpected expenses.
Our recommendation stops to the second idea. The first
one disadvantages the insurers who will find themselves
having to cover the current deficit of health services
financing out of their own income and to depend on the
Parliament to increase contributions. In addition, the
first variant creates imbalances between insurers: because
contributions from pensioners are not backed
by contributions from employers, those with more

How
does UNSHIF balance
the risk profile
of insurers?

Which will be the regime
of the income from
sources other than health
insurance: the clawback
fee and subsidies from
the state budget and the
MH budget?

Contracting providers by
the insurers

pensioners in the portfolio will realize less
revenue than others, resulting in the refusal to
sell policies to the elderly. The same would be true in the
case of two insurers with equal incomes but different
risk profiles. The second variant provides flexibility both
for the insurers through the negotiable insurance
premium, as well as to UNSHIF, which will have
a significant risk balance fund. Thus, the refusal to
conclude contracts with expensive patients will
decrease exponentially.
The balancing formula must provide more income to the
insurers with clients that are expensive
and / or frequently call for healthcare services. Therefore,
the formula takes into account key variables for the
expense needs of insurers (e.g. number of people over 65
years, the number of women, number of pregnant
women, the number of the chronically ill, the number of
patients enrolled in national health programs, the number
of patients with expensive illnesses - e.g. multiple
sclerosis, HIV / AIDS - the number of patients who
annually consume services and medicines worth - say over 200,000 lei, etc..).
Also, the balancing must establish rules for the
allocation of funds -anticipated or reimbursement and the scheme of the amounts granted and unused. The
situations when an insurer would
require spending targets higher than the premium
income and the balance initially allocated will
also need to be provided.
We must determine whether
these revenues will supply the balancing fund, will be
allocated to other charges than the insurers or will
be abolished.
In addition, in terms of subsidies from the state
budget and the social security budget, it must
be established if they will also compensate for
exemptions from payment of the healthcare
contribution - following to be transferred
to the respective NHIH insurers - or will be converted
into social benefits, the beneficiaries being helped to pay
their insurance premiums
Among the questions to which answers must be
found we can list::
- Do we use a single national framework contract or
each insurer develops its own contract, in compliance
with minimum compulsory requirements?
- The insurers will be able to jointly negotiate with
certain providers in areas that do not involve a wide
variety of services (e.g. Laboratory services) or
uncertain geographical areas?
- Who will represent the primary care providers
-especially family doctors - and pharmacies in

The insurer-insured
relationship

negotiating and
contracting services? There will be Associations
specified in the law or they can be others that meet a
minimum set of representation criteria?
- Contracting providers may be selective or it is
generalized? What happens in geographic areas where
no provider was contracted, will someone compensate
the patients for the higher prices paid for services?
- What happens if the renewal contract with a key
supplier (e.g. County emergency hospital or family
doctor in rural areas) is delayed? How are
services provided in the new year and for what price?
- How are supply contracts sized: based on number
of cases expected to be solved by that supplier or on the
provider's historical costs and capacity?
- In the case of supply contracts, the prices of the
services are negotiable between the insurer and provider
or partially fixed or negotiable? If negotiable, it is
right that an appendicitis operation at the same hospital
would cost different, depending on
the contractor insurer? Also, will there be margins
within which prices can be negotiated?
- Prices of non-contracting service providers will be
higher than when contracting. How to
determine their maximum limit and what are the
transparency criteria?
- can the insurers require providers more than the
national rules on prescribing prescriptions in order to
control costs?
- The periods to offset medical services by the insurers
will be determined through the national regulations
or through the supply contracts? In the second case,
there will be national maximum limits?
- Will there be a national and transparent system for
the quality assessment of each service provider to
serve insurers in contracting and patients in choosing the
provider?
- How do we guarantee insurers the access to
information held by providers in order to assess the
quality of services provided (e.g. Percentage
of readmissions for the same condition, the number of
nosocomial infections, etc..)?
The relationship between the insurer and the insured is
complex, decisively influencing the patients' perception
of the viability of the private health
insurance system. NHIH and the Insurance
Supervisory Commission (CAS) account for key roles in
the regulation and supervision of this area, so that patient
satisfaction be within acceptable limits. Among the most
important issues to resolve, there are:
- The way of contracting the insurance policies: it will
only be individual or also collective? In the case of the
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collective contract, which will be the eligible forms of
association of the clients, so that some insurers do not
accumulate excessive risks (e.g. An insurer willing to
expand the market should not have excessive
exposure to expensive customer groups, such
as pensioners or miners)?72
- The insurance policies are annual contracts or may
be multiannual? In the second case, can discounts be
applied ?
- How do we guarantee acceptance by an insurer of
any customer, regardless of the risk presented by
him?73
- Can the insurers also provide voluntary health
insurance policies together with the compulsory ones or
separately? Who checks whether the voluntary insurance
policies do not cover services already included in
the basic package?
- the insurers are obliged to a certain
profile of customers (e.g. the percentage of the
chronically ill or pensioners should not exceed a
certain level)?
- Under what circumstances can an
insured change insurer??
After how many years? How about during the calendar
year?
- Can the insurers discourage wasteful use of the
services by imposing additional constraints upon
patients (e.g. Failure to pay / reimburse the first 50 lei
of consumed medical services, lists of compensated
drugs, preferential lists of preferred providers, even if
others are contracted) ?
- What are the ways of paying for healthcare services
and drugs covered by compulsory insurance policies:
a. the insurer pays directly to the supplier based on the
invoice;
b. the patient pays and the insurer reimburses;
c. If co-payment or non-contracting providers:
i the insurer pays in full and recovers the value from the
client, or
ii. the customer pays his share?
- Can the insurers ask their customers to use
custom insured cards?
- The insurers will be required to make assessments
of patient satisfaction compared to the insurance
contract and the services they received? Will the
assessments be made public?

In Holland, the selective contracting is allowed only at the level of the employer

In Holland, even after 4‐5 years after implementing the reform, there are about 170 000 people without insurance within the health insurance system, being
"encouraged" by insurers not to require the conclusion of an insurance policy because they would be too expensive customers . Also, there are
over 200,000 policyholders who do not pay obligations on time.

The supplier – patient
relationship

Other important
aspects that need to be
clearly regulated

- How will an insurer support the patient that
is dissatisfied with the healthcare services he received?
In the relationship between supplier and patient the most
important aspect is to satisfy the
latter. Therefore very important are the ways of acting in
case there is dissatisfaction, respectively the request of the
insurer's intervention, of the Social Fund, of CAS, of other
bodies.
For the proper operation of compulsory private health
insurance, other issues have a systemic importance too,
namely:
- In the case of hospitals, in the context of private social
insurance, the current budget rules will be maintained,
according to which staff costs can represent not more than
70% of the amounts reimbursed by NHIH?
- Who and how will contract the medical services and
medicines within national health programs, the insurers,
NHIH or the Ministry of Health? If insurers will be the ones
to contract, how will they be reimbursed by the NHIH, as part
of the balancing system or separately? The issue is important
because much of the cost of national health programs is
financed from the own revenues of MS, which are transferred
annually to UNSHIF. By compensating the insurers with a
portfolio of potentially more expensive clients, such as those
included in national health programs, it is possible to avoid
the selection of applicants for insurance.
- The insurers will be able to own providers of medical
services, hospitals, clinics, etc..? If so, what limits will be
imposed to prevent anti-competitive practices?
- What happens to the county health insurance houses after
the market liberalization? Will they be licensed as insurers,
purpose for which the Government will provide adequate
funding for the minimum capital? Will they be subsequently
privatized? Will they be dissolved, case in which they should
be disposed of assets and resources?
- The Competition Council will regulate and monitor the
market of compulsory private health insurances?
- How will the insurers’ profit margins be regulated, the
minimum financial reliability conditions, acceptable
administrative costs, advertising costs etc..? Who will monitor
and control these issues, NHIH or CSA?
Last but not least, it is important that, once the content of the
compulsory health insurance reform is established, NHIH
will go through an extensive process of building the
administrative capacities necessary to exercise its new roles,
especially the systems for monitoring and controlling the
insurers’ activity.

4.3 Options to streamline charges
The current framework for providing services and costs within the health insurance system in Romania
does not guarantee performance in exchange for used resources. On the contrary, patient dissatisfaction is
high, and waste is generalized.
Although switching to a health insurance system was a correct measure, Romania has not aligned to
European practices in the field, keeping anachronistic structures and rules that hinder its development
today. They must be removed so that health services can be of good quality, accessible and financially
sustainable.
The reform of public expenses on health is especially necessary, as the medium term and long term needs
will not decrease, but will increase due to aging population and creation of new patients expectations.
Reform proposals have been made repeatedly over the last four years, starting with the 2008 report of the
Presidential Commission for review and public health policy in Romania - "A health system centered on
the needs of citizens" - continuing with the analysis of the sector developed by the World Bank in 2007
and 2011 or the 2010 report of the Academic Society of Romania - "Crisis and reform in the health
system. An X-ray Today ". We share most of the recommendations within these documents and notice
the fact that they began to be implemented over the past two years, under pressure from the
IMF and European Union. Taking advantage of the resumption of consultations on a draft law on health
reform in this subchapter we will analyze systemically important aspects that could be taken into
account in developing new legislative proposals.
The basic services package
Reform of the package of basic health services seems to be the keystone for the development of the social
health insurance system in Romania. In short, the basic package should include only essential services
that can be funded with income realized by UNSHIF. In the last years, the balance between expenditure
needs and available resources has been broken due to the economic crisis and measures that have
encouraged the consumption of drugs and services.
The Ministry of Health has been working for more than a year on the reorganization of the basic
services, promising the finalization of the approach in 2012 by publishing the „black
list” of the non-included services and the one containing those covered by the mandatory
health insurance.
The basic package is conditioning other reforms in the system, too: voluntary health
insurances, the necessity to increase the contribution quotas, the revision of the
charging systems, making the national health programmes more efficient, developing
the primary assistance etc.
However, the reform must not be done in haste, but predictably. Because Romanians have
been used to benefit from quasi-universal medical services, a sustained information
campaign will be necessary to engage the interest for voluntary health insurance.
Hospital medical assistance
The hospital medical assistance represents the largest category of expenses in any
healthcare system. In the European Union, it represents 37% of the total of the health
expenses.
In Romania the situation does not differ: the percentage of the hospital services is over
40% from the total of the health expenditure (2009)74. These levels are bigger than in
the vast majority of European states.
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In 2011 the percentage of the expenses with the hospitals in total expenditure UNSHIF dropped to 39% thanks to the measures of closing down certain hospitals,
reducing the number of beds and hospital admissions.

The system of health social insurance inherited an over-developed h o s p i t a l sector
and financial and institutional rules which encouraged its further expansion. From the
perspective of services, this situation caused the underdevelopment of the primary assistance, and
from the financial point of view, multiplied expenses for treatable cases in ambulatory.
Currently there are about 350 public hospitals, out of which the majority are subordinate to the
local administration - about 250- and the rest subordinate to the Ministry of Health or to other
ministries. For a long time the hospitals were regarded as indispensable, but rigid and impossible to
reform structures. Together with the decentralization in 2010, the proposals for reorganization of the
hospital acquired a broader and more open to change audience. One of the main ideas promoted is the
privatization of the hospitals, and for that the future draft law of healthcare will allow their
transformation in commercial companies or foundations. Together with the mandatory private health
insurances, the privatization of the hospitals represent a profound reform of the system with major
consequences for the quality of services and use of resources.
In the elaboration of the draft law, in order to avoid malfunctions in the implementation that
would compromise the idea of privatization, we recommend to the ministry to take into
consideration the following aspects:
Tab 8. Problems to regulate in the process of privatization of the public
hospitals
Source: MIND Research & Rating
The stages of privatization

Which hospitals will be privatized, any of them or just some
specialties? Will there be privatized also university clinical hospitals
or just the municipal and county emergency hospitals?
The privatization will be implemented simultaneously or in
stages? If there will be stages, how will the hospitals be selected,
according to the region/county or specialty?
Which will be the rules of the process of privatization of the
hospitals, taking into account that the current owners are the State
or the administrative-territorial units? In any case, a calendar of
the public tenders should be published in due time. Will there be
limitations to avoid acquiring dominant positions by certain
hospitals or certain stakeholders?
Form of organization
The hospitals will be commercial companies,
foundations or public institutions. In the case of the
commercial companies, which will be the form of
organization, with limited liability, with joint stock, in
simple partnership e t c .? Will there be constraints regarding the
stakeholdership - for example proven experience in the field - or
the share capital owned? Will there be additional rules to those
foreseen in Law no. 31/1990 regarding the commercial companies,
republished? Also, in the case in which the stakeholdership will be
public, will there be applied the rules referring to the management
and finances of the State companies? Will there be limitations of the
achievable profit or of the powers of the general assembly of the
stakeholders? W i l l t h e r e b e a d i m i n i s h i n g o f t h e
powers of the GAS in favour of the board of
a d m i n i s t r a t i o n , so that the continuity and quality of services
be guaranteed?
In the case of the organization as foundations, who could be founders or members, the State,
the administrative-territorial units, other hospitals, commercial companies, other

foundations, insurance companies? What additional provisions will there be in the
healthcare law different from GO no. 26/2000
regarding the associations and
foundations? How will be regulated the management, financial administration or human
resources compared to a foundation for the promotion - let’s say- of the selective collection of
waste in small towns?
In the management of the private hospitals will participate by default representatives of the
ministry of and of the local public administration? If so, will they have the right of veto in certain
decisions with respect to providing the medical services essential for the respective local
communities?
_____________________________________________________________________________
How will the private hospitals be liable for the services or
The liability for the
the contractual relationships concluded with the NHIH or
medical act
other
insurance companies? The limit of the share
capital subscribed would it be identical with the one of
other commercial companies or will there be special
provisions as in the case of banks or insurance companies?
But what about
the case of the hospitals organized as
foundations?
______________________________________________________________________________
The provided
What permits and approvals from the ministry or the
services
department of public health will be necessary to change the
organizational structure of a private hospital? What about
for opening or closing down a department? In the case of the
privatization of a hospital, what minimal specialties must it
have? Who will impose them?
Which will be the remedies at law in the case in which the
patients will not be satisfied with the medical services
offered by a private hospital?
______________________________________________________________________
Contracting
Will there be different rules of contracting the services with the
services
NHIH and the MH taking into account the different forms of
property and organization, so that it will guarantee the right use of
the public resources and the minimal quality of the services?
_________________________________________________________________________
Budgeting

What rules will be imposed to private hospitals so that the
income is not overestimated and to prevent the debts to
suppliers? For instance, what will be the regime of donations of
capital income and of those services performed outside the
contracts with the NHIH: could they be programmed freely,
estimated based on the achievements of previous years or
budgeted based on their collection?
Regarding the funding from the state budget or the local budgets,
will this type of aid be allowed? If so, under what
conditions
and for what expenses? We recommend that this funding should
be restricted to investments and acquisition of equipments and to
exclude current expenditures so that the opportunity to rationalize

the expenses will be wasted because of the moral hazard. Could
the hospitals contract loans? If so, for what type of expenditure?
Will there be limits of indebtness?
__________________________________________________________________
Human
resource Will there be maintained the limits regarding the personnel
expenses- no more than 70% from the sums discounted by
management
the UNSHIF - also for the private hospitals? What will
be the statute of the medical
personnel
in
private
hospitals:
employee,
service
provider,
external
collaborator? Which will be the level of the salaries of
personnel in private hospitals? If different from the public
institutions, will the rules from the state companies
go also for hospitals with capital mostly public? If the
salaries will be negotiated, will there be upper thresholds?
Will there be limits a at the expenses with the collaborator
medical personnel or the service provider one?
______________________________________________________________________________
Reporting and
financial control

What will be rules applicable to the ex-ante and ex-post financial
control in the private hospitals, the same as on the public
institutions- internal preventive financial control and respectively
audit of the Romanian Court of Audit?
The managers of the private hospitals will be compelled to comply
with the rules applicable to the credit accountants form the public
institutions in using funds coming from the UNSHIF, the state
budget or the local budgets?
The private hospitals will have the same obligations of financial
reporting or of any other nature as the public hospitals?

_____________________________________________________________________________
The insolvency of the
hospitals

How will be regulated the insolvency situations of the private
hospitals? Will the same rules be applied as in the
case of the commercial companies or will it be
achieved an accelerated, specific procedure - for
example, who will take over the administration and of which
assets the list of statements and liabilities is made of? What
prudential rules will be established to avoid such situations?
How will these rules influence the contracting of
services? What will happen in the case of the insolvency of a
hospital of systemic importance or essential for a certain region,
how will be delivered the respective medical services?

_______________________________________________________________________________
Will there be imposed norms or lists of equipments for the private
Acquisitions
hospitals according to their specialty? Will there be a national or
territorial plan of acquisition of equipments rateable to the private
hospitals? Will the procedures of public tenders be followed by the

private hospitals for the resources coming from the UNSHIF or
the public budgets?
_____________________________________________________________________________
Investments

Qualitycontrol,
authorization,
accreditation












Which will be the legal resources for investments in the private
hospitals, their own income, the loans or the public budgets?
Will there be permits necessary to the investments works of the
private hospitals to guarantee that they comply with the
national or territorial sanitary policy? In the case of the
funding from public sources, will there be co-funding
conditions?
Will there be common rules for the control and the evaluation
of the quality, authorization and accreditation for all hospitals
regardless of the form of property or organization?

We consider that before privatizing hospitals, the MH and the local authorities should
continue the reforms initiated in 2010, mostly those who follow the reduction of the
continuous admission capacity and the transfer of services to the ambulatory and to the
day admission. Among the most important initiatives we remind:
the merger between big and small hospitals under the same authority;
establishing structures and integrated management services of several services under the same
authority (for ex. of a county council). At the same time the reduction of the percentage and
costs with the administrative personnel by outsourcing this type of services;
the reduction of the number of beds and admissions according to the National plan of beds for
2011-2013, approved by G.D no. 151/2011. The plan foresees the reduction in stages
of the number of beds by 2013 to 123.000 beds;
the modification of the rating system DRG, on resolved case or on medical services, so that the
ambulatory or the day admission becomes financially attractive for hospitals;
the selective contracting by the NHIH of the hospitals for the medical services
supported from the fund of the social health insurances. The selection criteria
should be mostly qualitative ones. Thus, the hospitals will be stimulated to improve
the quality of the services to keep their contracts with the NHIH;
dimensioning the contracts of medical services with the NHIH according to the
estimation of the resolved cases in the undergoing year and the diminishing of the
percentage of the historic indicators and of hospital capacity ;
the improvement of the monitoring activities of the budget execution of the hospitals in
view of the verification of the compliance with the rules of public finances and to prevent
gathering debts.
The publication on the internet page of the NHIH or of the MH of the
quarterly financial situations of all the contracted hospitals including the remaining payments,
assets and debts;
measuring and publishing on the internet page of the quality indicators for each
hospital which has contractual relationships with the NHIH.
The national health programmes
The expenses of the UNSHIF with the national health programmes total about 13% 14%, including those with the drugs from the list C2 of compensation and the services
of dialysis. This category had the most accelerated evolution of all the expenses of











the Fund in the last 6 years (+110%). The functional analysis of the healthcare system
made by the World Bank75 shows the fact that national health programmes in Romania have a
superior percentage in similar instruments compared to other European states. Although the
impact of the programmes on the improvement of the health status of some important
categories of patients is undeniable , we consider that there are measures which could increase
their efficiency, respectively:
acquisition of certain drugs by public tender at national level with which to obtain
savings on a large scale;
paying more attention to the prophylactic programmes by the Ministry of Health.
Primary medical care
In order to control the health expenditure on long and medium term, Romania must invest now
in the primary medical assistance. If in the EU states the primary assistance gets a quarter of
the expenses of social health insurances, in Romania the percentage is of 12% - 13%. The
recent reforms by which the rate of the price of the services provided by family doctors went
up to 50% were correct but important steps are yet to be taken, such as:
giving large sums of money for prevention services, eventually including them in the services
discounted by the UNSHIF;
encouraging family doctors and specialists to provide several services, eliminating and relieving
the current limits regarding the number of services that can be discounted monthly and
quarterly;
stimulating family doctors and specialists to practice in the rural areas so that the patients from
din areas do not directly solicit hospital admission services;
the gradual increase of the value of the points in primary medicine to encourage the migration
of the medical professionals towards hospital care as well as to choosing the specialties by
young doctors;
in the framework of the co-payment mechanism, the implementation of lower prices for services
in ambulatory than for those who suppose admission;
implementation by the MH of some sustained national campaigns of promotion of family
medicine, of prevention and information on the different risks for health.
A last element to be reminded in this section is the necessity to develop cooperation networks at
area level between family doctors, specialists, doctors and pharmacists. These networks should
have an organized form –even without legal personality- and used to analyze and evaluate the
status of health, the effects of the prescriptions and treatments and the challenges which may
influence the medical assistance in the respective areas. The county departments of public health
and the local public authorities could play an important role in stimulating and coordinating
these networks.
Subsidized drugs in ambulatory
The subsidized drugs, including those from the national health programmes, represent the
second largest category of expenses of UNSHIF, with an average of the last six years of 27% of
the expenses. The elimination of the limits of expenses with the subsidized drugs in pharmacies
in 2008 generated a significant increase of the consumption which seems to have been stabilized
to about 6 billion annually.
Although as a percentage in the total health expenses the drugs in Romania exceed the average
of 20% from the European Union, we register comparable percentages with other Central and
East-European states (Hungary, Slovakia, Lithuania, Estonia, Poland). If we analyze from the
point of view of the consumption per capita, expressed in euro at the parity of the purchasing
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power, Romania registers the smallest value at the level of the entire European Union, with 40%
smaller than in Poland, Lithuania or Estonia (respectively €156 as opposed to € 235-255 PPS
in 2009).
These data change the impression that in Romania the consumption of subsidized drugs reached
alarming levels , but they show that in the future the tendency will be to match the group of
former communist countries , that is to increase expenses.
For the resources of the UNSHIF to be used correctly, we propose to the Government some
measures with systemic impact:
imposing reference limits to prescriptions. Their measure is already foreseen in the frameworkcontract for the years 2011-2012, but it has not been put into practice yet because NHIH did not
give the implementation order;
monitoring the prescription practices, the verification and publication of those cases which
constitute a deviation from the norms of the framework-contract and which exceed a lot the
reference limits.
Another important aspect analysed in this section refers to the Directive 7/2011 of the
European Union regarding the prevention of the delayed payments in commercial transactions.
This imposes to the Member States to reduce – beginning with 2013 – the periods of
discounting the services and drugs in the field of health to a maximum of 60 days, plus other 30
days to check the bills. If in the case of the medical services, Romania already complies with
the requirements of the directive, the periods of discounting the drugs should be reduced with 4
months, in the case of those with or without personal contribution and with one month in the
case of those included in the national health programmes. This measure supposes to have
additional expenses with compensated drugs of about 1,6 billion in 2013, compared to the ones
budgeted currently in a total of about 7,5 billion lei76.
The compliance with the provisions of the Directive 7/2011 imposes planning ahead the stages
by the Ministry of Public Finances, the Ministry of Health and NHIH, as well as early
establishing the funding source of the 1,6 billion lei necessary to the reduction of the
discounting periods. If it will be resorted to take a loan contracted by the Romanian state, the
final cost will consist of interests and commissions (we suppose the interest rate is of 5% 6%) for ensuring the corresponding liquidities for the consumption in the months with which is
reduced the period of discount. Because the income of the UNSHIF will not increase in the
following years so that the loan be reimbursed, we propose the necessity of its refunding or a
period of grace. We estimate a cost of opportunity of about 80-100 million lei for a loan
of 1,6 million lei.
As far as the clawback tax is concerned, we consider that once stabilized the consumption of
drugs, implemented the measures of cost control and continued the economic growth, the
Government could completely give up on it or could modify the reference level of sales so that
its impact its reduced. Either way, in its actual form, the tax disadvantages the producers and
importers in the detriment of other actors in the pharmaceutical industry, the latter not bearing
a thing from the fiscal burden. The impact of the tax on the offer of drugs is not yet visible, but
its perpetuation or tightening could cause the withdrawal of some important suppliers from the
Romanian market.
The list of subsidized drugs has not been modified since 2008. The study of NICE International
regarding the analysis of the regulations and the content of the basic package of medical
services in Romania , finished in January 2012, shows a series of malfunctions in the policy of
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compensating drugs, especially the non-use of the evaluation of the medical technologies in the
decision to include drugs on the lists which allow compensation77. The recommendation of the
authors is that Romania should develop and implement such mechanisms. Although we agree
with the recommendation in itself, we consider that the time passed from the last update of the
list is already long and that it is necessary for the Romanian patients to have access to drugs
launched in the last 4-5 years which could gave better effects than the current one in treating
diseases or extending life duration.
Once the financial perspective of the UNSHIF is
improved, foreseeable starting with 2013, we consider necessary to reopen the list of subsidized
drugs.

-

-

-

Other proposals for more efficiency
The law draft law of health may promote as well other measures to contribute to the increase in
the efficiency of the services and expenses. Although their transfer into practice requires a
change in attitude on behalf of all the actors from the system which is difficult to achieve, they
are necessary so that the services could be continuously improved. Thus, we recommend to the
ministry and the National Health Insurance House :
the encouragement - next to the local public administration authorities – to create territorial or
county networks of suppliers of primary, secondary and tertiary medical services - vertically
integrated – that would guarantee the access of patients to the level of assistance corresponding
to their real needs and to avoid the unjustified use of the hospital services; by the collaboration
of the suppliers from the different levels of assistance, the efficiency of monitoring the posthospital treatments could also increase;
the formation, at local or regional level, of horizontally integrated networks between the
suppliers of primary medical assistance – family doctors, specialists, ambulatories, laboratoriesand pharmacists; these networks should exchange information and analyse the prescription
practices, the modality in which treatments are followed by patients, the difficulties encountered
in the activity; it would be useful that in this group to have as participants also representatives
of the local authorities and of the county departments of public health;
intensifying the consultations with representative actors in conceiving and elaborating the
proposals of public policies or of the draft regulations; in this way, the suppliers will become a
party of the processes and the implementation will gain in efficiency.
A last aspect to be reminded in this section refers to the administration of medical information
on patients, treatments, services and drugs. The projects of the NHIH regarding the electronic
health card, the electronic prescriptions and the electronic file of the patient are welcome.
Without further details known about these initiatives, we recommend that NHIH develops also
the capacity of analysis and synthesis of the flows of information obtained this way to get
visible progress in the quality of services and the use of resources. Last but not least, we wish
that many of the collected information be put at the public’s disposal by means of the internet
page.
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5. THE TRANSPARENCY IN THE HEALTHCARE SYSTEM IN
ROMANIA
5.1 Current provisions regarding the transparency in the Law of health and the frameworkcontract and their implementation
Any outside analysis on the healthcare system of Romania is confronted with the opacity of the
NHIH and of MH, which publish very few of the information they hold. The experience of the 22
years of democracy in our country shows that in any field hidden from the sight and the evaluations of
certified actors from the non-governmental sector or the public , major deviations occur. Healthcare
is no exception from this observation as it is shown by the very financial situation of the Healthcare
Fund and the well-known practices in the prescription of drugs, in the admission of fake patients, in
the deliberate non-registration of the bills for compensated drugs etc.
NHIH invested hundreds of millions of euro in the Unique Integrated Informatics System of the
health insurances, but on the internet page there is no published statistics regarding the consumption
of drugs, the sales, the prescriptions, the supplied or discounted medical services, the number of
admissions etc.
From time to time such information is put into press releases, without
presenting the problems in their true dimension. If the legal provisions in force would be
obeyed regarding the information which must be published on the internet pages of the
NHIH, of the MH, of the public health departments or of the county health houses,
knowing the processes and the phenomena of the medical system would be handy to
several interested actors, which may bring useful contributions to the resolution of some problems or
to the improvement of the activity of the UNSHIF.
In table 11 we present a synthesis of the obligations of information by internet of the
public authorities and representative associations from the healthcare field. These are
excerpts from the healthcare law, from the framework-contract for 2011 and 2012 and
from its implementation norms. We consulted the pages of the ministry, of the national
house and of the departments and health houses, in Bucharest and the counties and the
clear conclusion is that none of these institutions does not comply with their legal
obligations of information. I n t h es e c o n d i ti o n s o f o p a ci ty - despite the existence of a
performing informatics system-, we do not see how other interested actors may actively
contribute to the improvement of the quality of services, to preventing fraud and rationalizing
healthcare expenses in Romania. Actually, the capacity of analysis and synthesis
regarding the healthcare system is destroyed before it emerges.
A minimum necessary of useful information, published quarterly, for the analysis of the sector
would include:
 the annually allocated sums and in the period of reference for discounting the
services and the drugs, on types of assistance and on county;
 the values of contract on types of assistance, county and
supplier;
 the discounted sums until the date of the report within the contract of supply, on types of
assistance, county and supplier;
 the payments made in the reference period by the county health houses, on types of
assistance, county and suppliers;
 the number of provided medical services on types of assistance, county and supplier;
 the value of the issued prescriptions in the primary medicine and the specialty ambulatory,
on types of assistance, county and supplier;
 the value of drugs released in pharmacies, on counties, commercial denomination and
ICD;
 the execution account of public hospitals regardless of the subordination, including the debts
and remaining payments;
 the balance o f d e b t s a n d r e m a i n i n g p a y m e n t s the county health houses, on

types of assistance, county and suppliers.
We wish that this information (updated) would be available at any time for the interested persons
from the healthcare system per ensemble, by the situation of a sub-domain, by the one
of a certain county or supplier. Taking advantage of the elaboration of a new
healthcare law draft
Tab 11. Information foreseen in the legislation in force to be published on the
internet pages
Responsible for publication
National Agency for
Drugs and Medical
Devices

Information to be published

Information regarding the authorization
for each authorized drug

Public health
authorities, ministries Approved budget of each hospital and the
budgetary execution of incomes and
and sanitary
expenses, monthly and quarterly.
institutions with own
sanitary networks

Observation

no

no

National Health
Insurance House

Total national number of achieved points,
per capita as well as per service, in primary no
medicine

County health insurance
houses

The nominal list of contracts with services
suppliers, medical devices and drugs
authorized and evaluated, containing:
denomination and contract value of each nominal
of them, in case of the contracts which without
stipulated a sum as contract value, including value
the points corresponding to all criteria based
on which the contract value was established

County health insurance
houses

County health insurance
houses

County health insurance
houses

approved fund at the level of the health No
insurance house for discounting the
released compensated drugs
final value of the point of service, Yes
resulted after the quarterly regulation, the
values of the approved funds in the respective
term for the payment of the per capita and
per service points, in primary medicine
the situation of monthly approved funds
and of the available funds from the
publication date until the end of the
current months for releasing the drugs

No

lists
contract

County health insurance
houses

County health insurance
houses

Romanian College of
Physicians

monitoring based on the personal
identification numbers of each insured
person the number of medical services
given by the suppliers with which there
is a binding contract and post monthly on
the web page a report regarding the
irregularities n o t i c e d i n t h i s
respect
to verify the prescription of
medicine and the
recommendation of Para-clinical
investigations by the suppliers
of medical services, in
accordance with the
regulations in force and to
post monthly on the webpage
related significant
information by complying with
the legal provisions in force
Unique registry of physicians

yes

Responsible for publication
Romanian College of
Pharmacists
Ministry of Public
Health

Information to be published

Observation

the unique registry of pharmacists of Romania

no

Allocated sums for the national
No
healthcare program respectively for
sub programmes, together with the budget of incomes
and expenses and its execution

Ministry of Health,
for subordinate
units

approved budget of each hospital
and the budgetary execution of incomes and
No
expenses, monthly and quarterly.

Sanitary units
with beds, Ministry
of Health

in the first 5 days of the current month ,
No
expenses made within the previous month
according to the scheme foreseen in the norms

we recommend to the ministry to establish some responsibilities and clear flows of
data and to include severe sanctions for those entities that do not comply with the
obligation of information and transparency.
5.2 The partnership for an open governing
The partnership for an open governing is a common initiative of eight states (Brazil,
Indonesia, Mexico, Norway, Philippines, South Africa, Great Britain and the
United States of America), from September 2011, w h i c h w a s j o i n e d l a t e r b y
o t h e r 4 7 s t a t e s i n c l u d i n g Romania (in April 2012).
In essence, we speak about a Government commitment, doubled by an action plan, to promote
and practice transparency in the governing act with the aim to attract the involvement of
citizens, to prevent corruption and improve public services. Each member state mus t
adopt a declaration regarding the open governing , present an action plan,
put it into practice and establish a monitoring system with the participation of civil
society.
Romania announced its intention to participate and adopt the declaration following
to present an action plan. For now, the domains that are going to be a part of the egoverning platform from the partnership and for which large volumes of data will be
put at the public’s disposal do not include healthcare. We hope that it is not too late
for the list to be completed with this domain as well, especially since the Unique
Integrated Informatics System already disposes of the necessary information and the civil
society and the involved actors showed their interest in it.

